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VOLUME 24.
WANTS

FIVE

BILLIONS

VETERANS IN PARADE

Will Tell of Government Plans

WILDLY

FOR RECLAMATION
III

WEATHER FORECAST

UQUERQUE

"1
f. .

Dmver, Cols., August
ers tonight

1909.
THE

"Pure Marriages, a Grander Nation"

CHEERED

SUTTOfl

EXPECTED
IN

Grand Army Marched Througn
Streets of Utah Capital to
the Tune of Battle
Hymns.

Irriga-

tion Delegates Wlih Resolution (or Immense
Sum.

SAYS

1

Gigantic Plan Is Outlined for
claiming Arid and Swamp
Lands. Saving Forests
and Opt nlng Inland

AS LIVING FLAG

END

FEWJAYS

DEADJaI

Ofllcer Testllles He Was Not a
vorite With Other Offlcer- -,
and Was Not Always
Careful of the
,

Through Streets.

Waterways.

10

UIRY

WAS NOT LIKLO

Thirteen Hundred Boys and Girls.
Dressed In Red White and
Blue. Sang Songs as the
Old Boys Marched

Re-

I If

Few Witnesses Remain to be
Examined by Board
Investigating
His Death..

SCHOOL CHILDREN

10 CGVER C0S1

slot,

Tbarsday.

NUMBER 178

THEJL 3.

Secretary Hooker Jolts

ir

I l.-- ltcil

Fa-

Truth.

Salt Lake, Aug. 11. Amid cheers
Annapolis, Aug. 11. The end
C
for the living and tears for the dead,
the long inquiry Into tha death of
thousands of survivors of the Grand
Lieut. Sutton is now in sight and it la.
'Army of the Republic marched today
under the eyes of rtte commander-lu-- ,
expected that the naval court ot InForming
chief, Htnry M. Nevlus.
MISS EMMA MABEL TAYLOR.
quiry will finish tha examination oC
under the shadow of the Mormon
Aug.
11.
Wash.,
"Clean power of their moral support behind witnesses within a few days.
Seattle.
temple, their lagging feet spurred for-- j
marriages. Assemblyman Lester P. Edge In his
are
When court convened this morning,
ward by old tunes to which they had marriages
Practically, Washington's 'clean mar fight for his clean marriage bill.
I
marched In a score of desperate cam-- I riage
R. H. Taylor, an undertaker, testiEdge
won;
applied
generally
today
only
would
laws'
and
be
those
two miles
paigns, they marched
salvation of the nation. There Is physically and mentally and morally fied that when he prepared the body
through a throng of cheering specta- the
Secretary Itallingcr. who Is expected to tell what tlx government
one Tiling; sure, and that is that this fit can be married In Washington.
tor burial he found that Sutton's arm
tors.
plans In the way of further reclamation of wnste. lands and of the polinew code will cut down business id
Under the provisions of Edge's had not been broken. Prof. Gilbert
by
Infantry
Headed
the
15th
from
tic to Ik pursued where private Intcrea conflict.
Ft. "Douglas and the Utah National the divorce courts and the police sta marriage law, both parties to a mar- Coleman, of the naval academy, said
guard, bearing torn and faded battle tions. Unhappy wedlock Is nearly al riage contrnct must submit to an ex- he was with Sutton from noon until
tlugs, came the fast thinning ranks of ways the result of the marriage o amination by a licensed physician and midnight of the day he was shot and
the acreage up to something like
the departments of the O. A. K. with those unfit. Clean wedlock means a obtain a certificate of their physical that Sutton was sober. Lieut. Allen
ATTORNEY RE NEH AN
t62,000 acres altogether.
an
the department of Illinois In the lead pure citizenship, a better government, fitness to wed. before they can secure H. Sumner testified that Adams,
"A potent factor In the irriga'lon
a license.
and Utley were all sober on
and the Utah department, hosts of the a grander nation, a mental and physdevelopment of South Dakota, is the
The law goes further. It prohibits the night ofthe shooting;. He said
that will uttest our
MARRIES MRS. LORD encampment, bringing; up the rear. ical superiority
splendid work being done by the
Halfway on the line of inarch they leadership among the great nations of the marriage of any person, man or that Sutton did not have a good repUnited States reclamation service In
utation among- the officers and that '
were greeted by a living flag com- - the earth. That is what Mr. Edge'i woman, who is a common drunkard,
constructing the great I'.elle Fourche
of 1.300 school children dressed bill meant, and that is why we gave an habitual criminal, or weak In mln-1-b.J he did not believe him a truthful
project. This magnificent project has Well Kuouil Sana Fe People Wedded P
Mental and moral fitness must
man
In red, white and blue. As the vet- - him nil the support In our power."
served to exemplify the benefits of Irijosi Aigut nun vtciu insi
That Ik the statement of an ener- established by affidavits of responsierans passed, the children fell into
rigation In a practical manner and to
Through getic young woman, beautiful, accom- ble persons. False swearing to affidafor Honeymoon.
line,
singing "Marching
'
serve as a model to individuals and
leader, a girl but 23 vits is made perjury and Is punishable THE WATER BOARD
Georgia," "The Battle Hymn of the plished, a six-la-l
in Irrigation
companies Interested
us
years
tirelessly
old,
and
who
such.
labored
Republic," and "Onward, Christian
work.
Santa Fe. Aug. 11. Alpis B. Itett-ehu- Soldiers."
effectively to help secure the support
And the law goes btlll further. It
"A feature of this project Is the
FINISHES ITS WORK
attorney
here,
a
well
known
As the faded colors were lowered that put the now famous "clean mar- declares thHt no girl under 18 years
Immense earthen dam which, when
snd no man under 21 years of ago
completed, will rank among the great and Mrs. Nettle Lord were quietly In salute before the 11 viewing stand riage law" through the recent session
of the state of can marry.
Even with her parents'
tH
world. This Immense married here last night at the resid- and gray heads were V.iwd, a wave of of the leglslsturo
flann
consent no jrrfl under IS can wed.
tVuninlssloiiers Sustained 'Territorial
Structure will create a lake 10 miles ence of Major R. J. Palen, Judge patriotism swept the thousands of Washington.
The strong popular sentiment that
She Is Miss Emma Mabel Taylor of
spectators into tumultous cheering,
'
long, from one to four miles wide,
In Two CuiitrovcrtJcsi
A. which wus only checked by the clang this city and she Is but one of manv forced the law through the legislature
1'.. McFie officiating.
W.
John
and In places 100 feet deep."
Over Water Right.
llayer. formerly of Albuquerque, but of cars and the honk of automobiles of Seattle's women who. though hav- is still active, with tie result that It
now a resident of this city, and Mrs. as the traffic stopped durlu the par ing no vote, threw the tremendous Is being rigidly enforced.
Santa Fe.. N. M., Aug. 11. The
was again forced through the
THE SNAKE DANCE
Carl HarcRnge. a daughter of Major ade
territorial board of water commit- crowded streets.
Palen, assisted at the marriage. Mr.
sloners concluded Its business today.
It Is estimated that 7.000 veterans
MOORS ATTACKING
In the matter of protest of Sidney
WILL DRAW A CROWD end Mrs. Renchan left immediately were in line. The only distressing HAVE NOT LEARNED
,
Wilcox vs. N. B. May, the board upfor Watert'iwn. N. Y.. the bride's feature of the day was the fainting of
held the decision of Territorial Ena score of children forming the "livformer home, on their honeymoon.
SPANISH
VALUE OF SAVING
gineer Vernon L. Sullivan, giving
The wedding came as a mild sur- ing flag." due to the long time they
Annual Event in Arizona This Year
May the right to construct irrigation
prise to the friends of both parties. had to stand in the sun.
Will lie Seen by Hundreds of
works on Tortolita creek, near No-gThe veterans from each state carMr. llenchan was but recently divTourist.
to whatever rights Wilcox may
Yesterday
insignia
nod
of
Thinks
Historian
Buttle
ried
characteristic
Same
that
!tc!iii
the
llallan
orced from his wife, who filed the
have.
Are Shooting Into
Struggle That Rent Rome Is
The Texas veterans carried
Flagstaff, Aug. 11. The annual suit for si paration. Kite married R. stute.
In the matter of application of
(lie Town.
Going On In America.
snake dance of the Hopi Indians will C. Oortner, formerly an attorney of steer horns; Oklahoma veterans, as
Aubrey and Crozler for the Mohawk
take place at the pueblo of Walpl, this city, ia Los Angeles. Mrs. Lord the newest state, carried nursing
Madrid, Aug. 11. Advices from Canal to take 65.8 second feet of
Paris, Aug. 11. Concluding u series
north of Winslow, on the 15th of was divorced from Dr. Lord about a bottles; the Kansas veterans carried
August or thereabouts. This is a cer- year ago and Dr. Lord returned to sunflowers.
of impressions of America, which he Penon de la Gomera state that the water out of the Gila for the Irrigation of ten thousand acres in Grant
emony of the Hopis which attracts New York state to live. Since Mr.
gained during a recent visit to that Moors are directing a fierce attack County,
the decision of Engineer VerThe
country, Gugliclmu Ferrero, the It- against the Spanish garrison.
tourists from every, part of the wor'd Renehan's separation from his wife,
fighting began yesterday while the non Sullivan was sustained with a few
alian historian, finds that the
and has become almost as famous as the two have been much in each SAYS THE BLONDE
movement Is essentially a Spanish artillery lire silenced the en- modifications.
the Passion Play at Oberamergau. I other's company and the marriage of
In the appeals of the Victoria Land
Moors dug
lrus.'gie between the old traditions of emy at midnight.
Each year It Is said that the cer?- - last evening was a matter of humor
IS FIRST TO FAIL ihe Puritan democracy and civiliza- new entrenchments, 'fae
however, and and Cattle company and Lyman H.
mony will not be repeated, as the gov- for some time.
McNett, for the use of the waters of
tion, gold, luxury and pleasure a their bullets ure now falling in the Apache
ernment officials in the Indian deTejo in Grant County. th
It is thought the j
rc petition under modern and more streets of the "ity.
partment have done all that is possi
GIRL SKTTI.IJ) STRIKE.
that the former was en
form of the struggle T.ioors have secured Hgnt artillery. board found waters
ble to discourage it. The dance i
New Castle, Pa., Aug. 11. The Surgeon Declares Jails and Pciiltci- - complicated
of the spring and
Ahieh rent Rome for three centuries. Civilians are helping the Spanish titled to the
weird and vastly interesting and will strlke at the local mills of the Amertlarles Are Filled With IJglit-- 1
that therefore there was no water
light-- ! troops.
development,
be attended by hundreds again ths ican Sheet and Tin Plate company
rapidity
of
The
laired People.
Penon de ln C.omora Is a fort used surplus for appropriation to McNett.
year. Walpl is reached from either here bids fair to be broken soon, and
nins; changes In customs anil the
The Victoria Land and Cattle comor new as a penal settlement.
Flagstaff or Winslow by wagon.
multiplicity
a
of
creation
when It Is the strike breaking will bo
pany has made beneficial use of the
New York, Aug. 11. A startling needs, he says, eat up the large earncharged up against Mollle Bratlen, the note
waters of the spring for many years
of warning to blue-eyeings of the people, who. though they
pretty daughter of Dan Braden, ono
owns all the land surrounding it.
and
AND
CAPSIZED
is uttered are living
TUS
New
Yorkers
HAVING TROUBLE
bitter and larger than the
of the former mill superintendents, by Dr. Charles E. Woodruff, surgeon
not
unfortunately
have
Europeans,
who Is leading all the strike breakers
mujor In the United States army, acquired the habit of saving.
ha taken the position of fore and
CREW DROWNED JOHNSON SIGNS UP
OVER HEARST CUP and
who has Just completed a private tour
woman in the assorting room.
anl Seiior Ferrero,
"Industrialism."
. .
Hnd usvlums of the civ
,.f
th
nrisnns
Miss Braden years ago. worked in
"seems to be destroying a part of the
aiuir. .in.- jt.o niiM
FOR FIGHT WITH JIFF
the mill for her health, and this tlllu
old time America of Franklin and
unwho,
blondes,
says,
of
full
are
he
Three Town in Kdily County Wunt stands her in sod stead now.
Washington, and cresting an America IUut Met Heavy Seas Which Flooded
exstruggle
In
for
the
to
stand
able
Engine Room uiid Left
l'os.edoii of Trophy Won
less American than that of the past."
In her own automobile Miss Braden
In a climate to which they are
Last
is taken to and from the mills daily, istence
Her Helpless.
W ill Take PU- cj Buttle for the licit
e
poveity,
unfitted,
fallen
into
have
and inside the large handbag which
I
Within Eight Months Before
crime.
and
Artesia. N. M., Aug. 11. The towns sho carries there is always u revolve',
POST
WHIPPING
Rockport. Mass., Aug. 11. The
What is true of New York, he sayi.
the Richest Club.
of Artesia, Hope and Carlsbad ar'J ready for use.
naval tug Nezinscot, bound from
Is true of the country as a whole, and
displaying considerable feeling over
off
capsized
Boston,
to
Portsmouth
or
finds
American
blonde
iinlis the
BADIV NEEDED Cape Ann at an early hour today and
the action of the hoard of county WILSON AMENDS
Chicago, Aug. 11. Jack Johnson
hi tti t means of survival
SHEEP DIPPING ORDER adopts some
commissioners in assuming tnat the
today
signed articles for a battle wltij
were
crew
tlie
members
of
several
be
will
present
he
at
board has control of the Hearst cup
11.
Secretary than he has
Aug.
Washington.
J. Jeffries for the championJames
officer,
drowned.
The
second
the'
In
the
type
of
a
favor
as
wiped out
which was won by Eddy county with Wilson has amended his order
wife, her little son und four ship of the world. The battle ia to
captain's
It
Magistrate
Thinks
cu
Yolk
an exhibit at the Sixteenth National
A take place within eight months before
01 the crew landed in a boat.
the quarantine of scabby brunette.
Would Tend lo Discourage
Tile great trouble is the sunshine.
Irrigation congress in Albuquerque shei p in Texas and it now providis
on n life ruft were! the club offering the best Inducement.
number
of
others
in
America
of
it
too
Is
much
There
Wire Beaters.
.
last year. When the cup was awarded tnai scaooy sneep uiieo mice
.,,, irurf It
blown off shore und fishing bouts ure All bids must be received within sixty days.
an agreement was reached between be shipped within the state without t, peaks
now searching for them.
systems
nervous
down their
New York, Aug. 11. In pasiing
lo- Sam Bergi r, manager for Jeffries,
the commercial clubs of the three restriction or tin y can oe uippeu once
tug
early
Portsmouth
The
left
as
morally
unstable.
Judgment on a niHti charged with day under command' of Captain who arrived here today, with Georgu
towns that each was to have posses- and shipped intei stale for immediate ri nders them
them
and
makes
blackened his wile's eyes, Evans. She was loaded with
Artesia luughti r.
Little, manager for Johnson, and
All other sli. ep can be well as physically,
sion of tile trophy in turn.
ravages of con- - having Slugistrate
House declared in
were present when the
now has the cup but the other towns shipped interstate wnnoui
Police
tjie battleship Mis- Johnson
cupping pcculiasly liable to thedeadly
for
chains
ailments.
and other
court:
immediate
sheep f
don't want it to become a permanent lis "ixposi-souri, and headed for Cape Ann, met agreement was signed.
fixture in Artesia and will protesfany :1a ushler." or dipped once anil
"What this state needs Is a whip- heavy seas that flooded the engine
FEWER MEN ARE IDLE.
As a 1II I S IN" BARREL
.h'pp'Mi without restriction.
am room and left her helpless.
effort to keep it here permanently.
ping post for wife heaters and
TO Sl RPIirsl? I1UEXDS.
In Sou ti ltukota.
New York. Aug. 11. State Com- willing to head a movement to estab- single boat was launched the tug sank
S. N. Lie. state engineer of Houth 'M CSON WANTS TAIT
CTT OFF HER OWN CHILD.
missioner of Labor John Williams has lish it. We also need something for and three of the crew sank Immedi- - j Aspinwall, Pa., Aug. 11.
The
Dakota, said:
TO VISIT A WHILE
Muskogee. Okla., Aug. 11. Judg Just issued a bulletin saying that on the wives who are beaten. From 10 ately, but Captain Evans, tin- - engin- friends of Stephen Swartz discovered
cent,
of
per
the
surgeon
"Although not classed strictly as un
crew
21.1
eer,
com
of
31
ut)
and
four
whipped
the
here
badly
last
to
wives
that the contents of a beer barrel
Tucson, Aug. 11. The Chamber of W. C. Jackson refused today to admit March
irrigation stale, South Dakota has an Commerce h is sent another letter to to probate the will of Bettie Sugar, a
wiirfe earners in this state daily for warrants for their husbands seized a lire rait.
sometimes stings like 500 adders,
irrigated area of considerable size President Taft, urging him to visit frecdwoman. who by the terrr.ti of her were idle, while on the same- date last and then when the brutes are arCaptain Evans and Engineer Bel- - Swartz oft n has been the butt en I
and a much larger area susceptible of Tucson while on his western trip. Ac- will had left all her estate, worth year there were 3.',." per cent, un- raigned the woman plead for forgive- fno were picked up by a life saving of practical jokes. Yesterday ho telIrrigation.
The situation is peculiar cording to his Itinerary he will visit about $21), 0110, to Jim Sugar, an adopt- employed.
ness for them, refuse to prosecute crew later, but Dr. Totter was washed ephoned for his friends to Join him
by reason of the great variation In only those towns along the Santa Fe ed son, cutting off her own child wiln- The report shows that the percent- and all I can do Is to turn them loose. oft the raft and drowned.
in disposing of a barrel of beer near
wage earners now If we had a whipping post with a
local requirements in different parts main line, stopping at the Grand Can- out a cent. The court alleged tnat age of organlm-town, (in arrival the friends found
For example, the east- yon and going thence direct to Albu- undue inlluence had been exercised employed is marly as great as in any cat o' uin tails attachment. I think
Of the state.
RE1D IK)ESN T KNOW.
Swartz sitting by a keg with a lurge.
when the records we could discourage the wife beating
Chicago, Aug. 11. A special cab'e i'ee cake on top. Steve asited ar other
ern portion, because of excessive rain- querque. The Chamber of Commerce over the woman by her adopted son. year back to
fall, is in urgent need of drainage for has "already sent two appeals to the. causing her to di stroy a former will wire first started and that there is habit."
from London to the Record-li- t ra" 1 to pour and excused himself tor a
among such workeis
says:
its agricultural lands, while in the
moment.
rary.
and make one in his favor and he or- more prosperity
A
country adjacent to the Black Hills, president to change his itun
from New York having
Tnan in the average year.
MILLION DOLLAR FIRE.
Unable to resist temptation until
adminisan
appointm.-nof
the
dered
practiced.
th-.is extensively
bi
irrigation
to
published
en
effect
here
the
Aug.
Fire,
Steve's return, a guest pulled the
V. Y..
It
estate.
Middleton.
the
for
trator
PREPARE
ICI
OFf
l.s
Between the two sections the people
stopper from the keg and loosened
P.FSINESS BLOCKS III
which did $1.000.ii0'i damage, swept the American ambaHslor, Whitelav
THE. WAY l"OR DIAZ
Reid, would remain at his post anare much Inter, sted in dry farming.
t.vo pecks of mad bees Into the lr.
11
of
36 buildings on Main street of Mont-IcellAug.
DIXON"
APIOINTFD
Fire
MRS.
Spokane,
A
of
committee
11.
Aug.
El Paso,
"There are. about 62.000 acres of
Y., I Ml ay. It w as' necessary other year, Mr. Reid was asked if Five hundred stilus were Inflicted on
N.
wiped
AT
entire'
MATRON
FL
RITO
origin
the
out
today
land now under Irrigation in South Mexican officials arrived lure
t
use dynamite to prevent the spread there was any truth in the stateme nt Swartz's friends inside of the next
Sac tit Fe. N. M., Aug. 11. Mrs. business section of Brewster. Washthe
Dakota. This area will soon be aug- and will begin preparations forPresiRanks, newspaper of- 1 lie a in lias.su dr, who is slaying '1 two minutes. The bees had been
the- flames.
was
re
of
town
Th.
eiit
today.
appointed
today
ington,
was
Dixon
Geoig.
president
and
Taft
mented by over 40.000 acres uin the meeting of
Mills, tele,
by St- ve while they weri
everv
store hut one were the country with Ggd.-were
and
fices
residences
the
hut
the
principal
threatened
perof
will
assistant
and
They
matron
profall.
dent Diaz in the
completion of the Belle Fourche
swarming yesterday.
Is a summer giaphed in reply that he had no ofn-c'light, The destroyed.
Munllcello
a
hours'
Spanish-America- n
four
saved"
aftT
Normal
officials
at
arrangements
with
territorial
ject by the United States reclamation fect
knowledge on the subject.
Mr. Swartz has left town.
resort.
loss is estimated at $50,000.
school at El Rito.
service. Private projects will bring C iu 3 .id Juarez and El Paso.

.Spokane, Aus- 11. Delegatus to the
Irrigation congress set about relieving the arid land situation
today,
when a resolution was Introduced by
Secretary Arthur Hooker of the hoard
of control, asking for a national 3
bond issue of 5 billion dollar.
He proposed to use thlb fund In flvo
f ortions:
A billion for drainage.
A billion for irrigation.
A billion for deep waterways.
A billion for good roads.
A billion for forest preservation.
Among the resolutions introduced
was one providing that where settlers
have been deprived of the right to reclaim arid land by t:ie cutting off of
water rights by the reclamation service, the settlers may gain the right
to the lands by reclaiming one acre
by means of a well.
George Otis Smith ' this morning
spoke on the classification of public
lands, saying in part:
of Lands.
"The necessity for classifying the
public lands is not a recent discovery.
The earliest land legislation In tills
country both contemplated differences
in the quality and character ot the
public lands and planned for descriptions based on Meld examination. Yet
of
even the honest administrations
the land laws has ever been subject
to criticism
from the fact that
no adequate provision was made for
land classification.
"Utilization is the keynote of the
present public lund policy and by utilization I mean not that kind of local
development that is promoted by th
'land skinner,' but rather a development whose plan weighs national
needs and calculates future demands
and whose accomplishments will serve
our country's development in the next
century as well as in the present decade. Utilization is opposed to both
non-us- e
and waste.
"In the two and a half months fol
lowing the adoption of the revised
scheme of valuation the reports to th';
general land ofiice released to agri
and
cultural entry approximately two Wya half million acres in Colorado,
oming and Montana, and placed bell
ing prices on nearly 400.000 acres of
coal land with an aggregate valuation
The price ol
of over 115.000.000.
government coal land is now determined on the basis of estimated to.i-sgthe unite rate varying with the
quality of the coal from Vi cent to
3 tents a ton for coal deposits within
These prices
15 miles of a railroad.
h
average lees than
the usual
Yet this
royalty paid In the west.
conservative valuation will more thin
double the average price of pubt'c
coal lands. In exceptional cases the
price baaed on tonnage represents a
fifteen-fol- d
increase over the old minimum price. It Is conceded that this
policy of basing the price on the quantity and quality of the article so'l
will not encourage purehabe by speculators, but I maintain that the government valuation will not impede
the disposition of the coal deposits
development of the west will be proThe Increased
moted, not retarded.
valuation of the millions of acres f
public coal land must rebult in increased contributions to the reclamation fund and greater possibilities for
local utilization of the agricultural
lands through Irrigation."
Irrigation in South Dakota was discussed by S. II. Iah and Howard
president of the Northern Pacific, spoke on "Opportunities of the
West."
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ALBUQUERQITL CITIZEN.
there has not been a single case cf
yellow fever In the canal sone or In
the cities of Colon and Panama.
The bold Initiative of Major Carroll
In thus submitting himself to Infc-Ho- n
by the bacilli of a virulent disease, it Is scarcely too much to say,
has been one of the principal reasons
why the Americans are succeeding at
Pjnnma, where the French failed dismally. All the early stories of th'?
work are filled with the torment of
the mosquito; but then It was not
t ven
Imagined that for decimating
disi.-isand an appalling death roll
tiio liny Insect was directly responsi
ble. Another distinct spevles carries
the seimH of malaria, and since Dr.
Oorgas has taken these elaborate
precautions, which have brought
him wide renown and have put the
mosquito out of business, there ha
ben a remarkable reduction in the
number of cases of this malady, so
characteristic of a tropical climate.
Philadelphia Public Ledger.

The Albuquerque Citizen I CLIPPINGS I
.PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY,
i From

by the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
r.

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

XSho

Press i

CERTAINLY HARD Li t K.
A lie Ross brought us In a nice bai-kof peaches from his Crdar Hill
ranch Tuesday, but before ve cou
make a "sneak" home w ith t:nm v
were discovered and about ha if tn
town held us up while the nl;ur l.aif
ate our peaches. Doggom
a:l
Juan County Index.

EDITOR

1

T1EE OFFICIAL

"

M7WSPAPEIL

i.

109.
March
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
Pnbllo notice It hereby given that In compliance with Section oflegieCouncil Substitute for Home Bill No. IIS of the Thirty-eight- h
requiring the Secretary of
latlye assembly, approved March 17.
tV Territory to designate an official newspaper of New Mexico, The
"2 AJboquerque Cltlien la hereby deiignated as such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA.
Hew Mexico. (Signed.)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)

guns went after bruin but he made
tracks for the tall timber and thy
never got a shot at him. Cloudcroft
Sflver Lining.

SCBSCTUPTIOX KATES:

TrM by Mall, In Adrance

Ooe Month by Mall
Om MonUi by Ourk

Within City Limits

Entered as second class matter at the

emder Act

at Congress of March

poetofftoe of Albuquerque,

the active, energetic

S5.00 father of J. H. Knox, experienced
80 quite an exciting accident Saturday
SO afternoon.
Mr. Knox Is an enthusiastic sportsman and enjoys fishing Im
N. M., mensely. While engaged in this fasci-

nating pursuit, he slipped off the
bank Into the creek while trying to
persuade a big catfish not to return
to the Tramparas.
He sustained no
injury more than a thorough soaking.
Union County Herald.

S, 1879.

The only Ulntratcd dally newspaper In New Mexico and the beet
medium of the toathweet.
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THK AJLnfQtERrE CITIZEN IS:
The Leading Republican Dally and Weekly Newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "square deal."

TOWNS SHOILT) ADVERTISE.

The town of Obar in Quay county.

New Mexico, has Just Invested $1,000
in a handsomely printed pamphlet ad-

THE AmrQrERQrE CITIZEN IIAS:
The Flnntt Equipped Job Department In New Mexico.
The Latest Reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.

vertising the town. Obar has less than
500 people. Figuring at the same rate
Kl Pat-ought to be spending $80,000
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
for advertising purposes. This city is
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
not beginning to live up to Its reputaVTe favor the immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and tion or to take advantage of Its opportunities. El Paso Herald. Yi,
ArUona aa separate states in the Union. Republican National Platform.
and Cruces too, ought to spend a little money on an
pamphlet.
Las Cruces Republican.
te

fiOLD AT LOGAN.
From Logan comes the report thut
a vein of high grade gold and silver
ore has been struck in the canons five
miles southwest of Logan. The assays
run from $150 to $365 a ton. The
strike was made by Eduardo Morales.
Together with J. F. Hopkiiw and W.
D. Forester, he has filed on fifteen
claims and has ordered machinery for
the development of the strike. Itaton
Range.

ifofinson Bacftsli&ng
Gov. Johnson of Minnesota says that American manufacturers ought
to have duties placed on their product which will equal the diffcri nee

In wages and in general cost of production here and in the rest of the
world.
Is the governor planning to come over to the republican side?
The republican platform ot 1908 said the same thing, with the further
stipulation that the margin on our side shall be broad enough to allow!
our producers a reasonable profit.
As far as he goes, Gov. Johnson is
talking good republican doctrine. Heretofore, except in the case of Randall and his element of democratic protectionists, no democrat has conceded that the difference in wages ought to be taken into the account.
TO ROOM WAGON MOl'ND.
The democratic contention has been that the American worker did so much
snore than his European rival that the American manufacturer did not
Eastern parties are said to be laying out an addition to the town of
need any protection on that score.
But Gov. Johnson ha kept track of the attitude toward the Payne Wagon Mound. Lands sre now bei;ig
tariff bill which was held by the majority of the democrats in the demo- purchased which will be subdivided
h into town lots and placed on the mar- cratic section. He saw, on many divisions, more democrats voting with
than with Culberson. He heard Senator Bailey contend that free raw . ket. The country whose trade is nat
materials was not a tenet of the democratic creed. When Bailey was re- urally tributary to Wagon Mound is
minded that the Denver platform of 1908 declared for free raw materials rapidly being settled by deferable
he said that that was not a democratic deliverance. In a similar connecwho In the main are experition, when Senator Daniel was condemned for rejecting the teachings of enced, practical farmers who have
his platform of a year ago, he said that platforms were framed In the
there with the Intention of es-- I
middle of the night by men who were tired and wanted to go to bed, and tabllshing permanent homes for
e
that they did not commit anybody to anything.
and their families. The Ra
If Minnesota's governor takes the very short step which will now he ton Range.
seeded to bring him to the republican side the republican party would be
BIG STRIKE IN OIMJANS.
glad to receive him. As a man who has revolutionized the vote of a state
Mr. Bentley reports that Jim Robin three elections he has shown great strength. Since the late William E.
Russell of Massachusetts, no democrat has carried a republican state so inson has uncovered a rich gold and
As a republican he might have a chance to go to the silver bearing vein on the Touch Not
often as Johnson.
senate, and to keep himself before the country in a conspicuous way for claim, located between the Excclisor
many years. But in the democratic party there is no further honor for and Little Buck claims. Mr. Robinvein which runs
him. except in the possibility that he may be placed in the Bryan and son has an eight-inc- h
from 100 to 1200 ounces in silver and
Parker category in the national convention as a leader of a lost cause.
from one to 400 ounces in gold. The
ore varies in gold assays, some containing little, while one sample ran
CMC
as high as 403 ounces in gold the
gold and silver in this bam pie running
European papers are engaged in a lively discussion over the relative over $8,000
to the ton. The minc.iv
papers
contending
are
strength of the navies of the world. The French
out there are all out prospecting ;.:
e
Germany.
navy
to
superior,
of
not
equal.
If
Is
that
that the American
rich gold and silver leads and no
experts here have demonstrated to their own satisfaction that the the
will find more. Rio Gran
doubt
any
In
modern
a
navy
Is
with
battle
wholly
worthless; that
United States
go
on
a
world
down
would
we
sent
around
the
cruise
fleet the vessels which
as if they were made of paper. So we are, or ought to be, duly grateful
WHAT U.VDICM IS.
to the French writers for proving that we stand second to Great Britain
For the benefit of the readers o!
power.
sea
In
Southwestern Mines, the editor wishes
Nobody on this side of the ocean is seriously anticipating war with to state that the ores of uranium seem
any other nation, but, on the other hand, few Americans tremble "at the tto contain a higher degeree of radioword "war." In all the naval conflicts In which this country has been en- activity than any other ores tlmt are
gaged, from the time when John Paul Jones, in the old, rotten, and
found in considerable quantity.
Bon Homme Richard, met and destroyed the Serapis and Countess
commonly known as pitchto
In
1779.
when
time
down
Scarborough
the
off
Scotland
of
coast
the
of
blende. Is the principal ore from
Schley destroyed the Spanish fleet n Santiago harbor, the American navy which radium compounds are genernever met with a disastrous defent. It occasionally lost individual ships, ally obtained.
Research, however,
as, for example, the Chesapeake, in Its fight with the Shannon, or the has demonstrated that this subtile
fisaex, while contending with the Phoebe and Cherub in the harbor at
is associated with a very large
Valparaiso, but In every case where the chances were even our ships number of ores, more or less familiar
Washington
won.
Post.
have
to the miner and prospector.
In fact
It is more difficult In the finding of
rather than
"A young man In the shoe business was burned out in the fire at San bodies not radio-activ- e
since
He owned a few acres of table grapes near Sanger, in the Pan thoie possessing
Francisco.
Joaquin valley. Tie decided to turn farmer, and went down and cultivated above the absolute zero everything in
The soil was good, the season a fair average, his vines were nuture seems to be more or less enhis grapes.
What did he do? dowed with properties of radiation.
He hud nothing.
healthy, his neighbor had big crops.
He took the next train to Berkeley, und went to the "Cow college," as they Southwestern Mines.
He laid the rase
call the agricultural department of the state university.
expert and got it diagnosed and prescribed for.
before the
The diagnosis was that the blossoms probably needed to be fertilized from
The Mosquito and Canal
the pollen of other vines by artificial means. The prescription was a dozen
The next season he
hives of bees to be distributed through the vineyard.
This small incident is significant because It Is typical.
had a bumper crop
The f'allfornlan takes his problem to experts and follows advice when he
gets It
He has no bucolic contempt for theorists."
of California" I " Is gratifying to learn thut th ;
This is from an Interesting article on "The
r
which appears In tile August issue of that most valuable magazine, The efforts of the friends of the late
J.nn.s Carroll to raise a funel to
It ought to convey a lesson of depth to each and every
World's Work.
by
If, und r favorable conditions, any one of his crops Purchase the house now
farmer in the land.
fall or do not amount to what they should, be soould sc. the advice of m n his, widow- are meeting with success.
Major Carroll Is the man who allowed
who are txperts on the Various problems of agriculture.
himself to be bitten by a mosqul'
yelwhich had previously
it in d. ar M Huston, according to the low fever patients, in bitten three
And this Is how they d
order to prov
Traveler:
thut the germs were transmitted by
At twenty minutes to nine the Keuiul citizen, resplendent In fresh linen, this agency, and
y.ilow fever
aalled Into the telephone booth. It was a hot day. At riftc, n minutes to could in this way that
be produced in a
nine the some what less genial tit.fc.ii. in to. no what less fresh linen, finally person hithe-rt.perfectly healthy.
hello girl. It was
managed to attract thi attention of the sweet-voice- d
Within four days afte r he had
you will recall a bed day. At ten minutes to nine a grouchy citizen in
d
the
insect to bit-- '
At live minul. s to nine
white linen got his party on the wire. It was hot.
the line. him. Major Carroll as taken 111 with
the wreck in question discovered that he hud an entire nra:i;.r on driveling
a severe case of yellow fever the
The day grew warme r. At 9 o'clock the h llo girl informed the
At a little after first cube eui record of the production
plaything.
week that he must not use the tclepheme as aremnant,
II
who drew from his of the disease experimentally.
t there issued from the booth a elilapldated
was UKsociate-ein his Invaluable rpocket a dollar bill and first s.uee.ing it from the moisture it had collected, esearch, s in treeplcul
th. :
medicine
laid It on the druggist's counter. "What's this?" Inquired the haughty drug late Major Waller Reed, and with
between
"1 pay for what
"(ine Turkish bath ene d'.lh.r," said the wreck.
clerk.
thein they Dually established the fat
Oh, the Joys ot modern civilization.
I get."
of the responsibility of the rnos.)uit
for "peddling" the germs of the dread
civilizaa
plane
of
desirable
evidently
towards
The south Is progressing
disease.
atsome
recently
cilltorial
at
A gentleman there who took umtrase
Taking adveintage of the acquired
tion.
of the I'.llowle'dge e.f the B.tbiUs rf the female
si.lfvtlen hy giving theBe. writer
tention that was paid to him secured
n
customary
it
can.-bus
Here
tofoie
w
"stegomyla" mosquito, which was th ;
caustic comment a beating it'll a
la tfffe south to khoot down offending . litor with as little consideration as kind particularly to blame fur the
prevalence of yellow fever on the
is given to mud dig.
Isthmus, Colonel (lorgas and his ascfist." opin.s sociates, by the liberul use of pe trol'-uIt Is time for the w.st t.i throw off the shackle." of the
and pyrethrum and by carefuiy
who Is to be a candidate against William
Governor Johnson e.f Minn.-soTThe wett has screening the houses of the working
J. Bryan for the next .1. mocratic presidential nomination.
already thrown off the niott s ven and strongest shackle that the east ever force along the line of the. canal, hav.j
exterminated the mosqulti,
had fastened to it. It doesn't have to go east any morn to borrow money virtually
with the result In three years pa-i- t
for ahy purpose whatsoever.
Aid-ric-
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RECOVERY

OF MESSINA

1

The loss of orange and lemon trees
as a result of the earthquake In Sicily was very small, and as the season
for oil starts in December the stocks
on hand, and consequently the losses
were small. A great portion of the
fruit was left on the trees until it
was overripe, so that the yield of oil
per unit was not favorable. Very few
factories were destroyed and a very
small number of the employes were
killed.
With regard to bergamot while the
groves were not harmed, many fac-- i
torles were ruined and the mortality
among the laborers was great.
In
addition to this, owing to the fact
that the bergamot season starts In
November, the stocks of oil on hand
were large
and the consequent
losses were greater.
The yield was
smaller than It would otherwise have
been, owing to the fact that the fruit
Auto Output for 1910
was left too long on the trees, as
was the case with the oranges and
lemons.
Citrate of lime was over produced,
The estimate of General Manager and as a consequence the Camera
Alfred Reeves of the American Motor Agrumaria has about 13,000 pipes on
with no demand therefor.
i?ar Manufacturers'
association that hand,
About 100,000 bags of filberts, of
plans for 1910 call for the production 220 pounds each, were p roduced,
of 200,000 cars is suggestive of big against 70,000 for 1907 and 68,000 in
things lir the effect upon general 1906, 'and between 80,000 and 100,-00- 0
trade. The output for 1909 will be
bags of almonds. Both of these
70,000 cars, so that if the estimate were of good quality.
Prices were
for 1910 is realized, the Increase will low until November, when they inbe phenomenal.
Mr. Reeves states! creased about 20 per cent, owing to
that the figures may not be reached, heavy demands from Germany and
because it may be impossible for the England.
builders to accomplish the feat, but! The olive crop was a total failure.
he claims a sure increase of 125 per
While nothing has been done to
cent, on the present year. The auto-- 1
the city, there can be no
mobile business appears to be on a' doubt that it will regain Its old place.
sound footing, says the Iron Age. Its If for no other reason than because
erganization has effected an agree-- 1 of its geographical position. It has
ment which precludes the possibility the second best harbor of Italy', is
of disastrous losses clue to unwar- - situated on one of the great highways
so of commerce, and is the natural cenConsequently,
ranted credits.
radical an advance in production ter for the products of Eastern Sicdoes not seem so dangerous as It ily and Calabria. It has often been
would have been when competition' devastated by war and pestilence,
included the giving ot discounts to' and has more than once been shaken
customers and the acceptance of by violent earthquakes, but its nattheir notes for a large part of the ural advantages are too many to be
purchase price. Therefore, those of disregarded, and it is probable there
w hom the automobile
trade Is a cus-- 1 will be a city of Messina as long as
tomer may look forward to the out-- 1 there is any Sicily. The town will be
come with complacency. It is real- rebuilt, but Its reconstruction will be
ized everywhere that with the presslow
unless substantial
aid is reent rate of production the automo- ceived from the government.
After
bile trade has been the best of all the great disaster of 1783 it was
the buyers In the machinery market made n free port and rapidly recovfor the last two years, and this af- ered from its losses on that account.
fords the basis of some understandbe
ing of what the influence will
when the output Is much more than
doubled. The customer that proved
on the Cow bo v
a main support in dull times should
occupy an equally conspicuous place
The steady Increase
in good times.
of manufacturing space and equipOne day along in the early eighties
ment must go on without interrup- a stranger
at Laa Vegas, New
tion, not only among the automobile Mexico, andarrived
paraded around with a
builders themselves, but with the silk hst on. A cowboy charwed 'to
makers of parts and accessories In see him and opened fire on that hat
myriad variety.
The value of cars from u distance of about 200 feet.
alone, averaging $1200, will approach Six bulleis were fired but the tender$200,000,000, but the Initial cost of foot never turned nor let on that he
a car is only the beginning of exheard the shooting. In ten seconds
penditures, which continue In the the
gun was reloaded and there was
f' Tin of replacements, repairs, accesfusilade. A hundred people
another
Practically all were looking
sories and supplies.
on, shouting and lunchthe automobile factories are building ing, but the tenderfoot kept his back
additions or otherwise providing for to the shooter until the twelfth shot
increased ouput.
had been fired.
Then he calmly '
turned about, removed his hat and
IXtiAL NOTICE.
daced it on the ground and stepping
back a rod or two ho drew his gun
In the District Court of the Coun'y and shot it to pieces.
of Bernalillo, Territory of Nev
The remains were yet smoking
Mexico.
when he picked them up, crossed the
Henry Mann, as administrator of th? plaza in the old town and holding the
estate of John Langlla, decetascd, handful of old hat out to the cowboy
plaintiff, vs. Maria Johanna Lepis-t- humbly paid: "If you have a month
Elizabeth Leplsto, Henry Lan- or two to spare, 1' might be willing
glla, Andrew Langlla, Till Emil
to tench you how to handle a gun."
Rudolf Every blessed one of that cowboy's
F. W. Heidemann,
Ola', Matthew Langlla and the Un- bullets had hit the hat but no one
known Heirs of John Langila, de- knew it except the tenderfoot and he
ceased, defendants.
destroyed all evidence by his own
The said defendants are hereby no- snooting. The crowd took it that the
tified that said plaintiff has brought cowooy had missed
and raised a!
suit against them In the said District laugh on him. and when he straddled
Court, praying that they may be re- his cayuse and loped down the Frteet
quired to make proof as to their he looked as homesick as a dog a
right to accounting with plaintiff as thousand miles from home. It turned
such administrator of the rents and out afterward that this selfsame tenprofits of the real estate of which said derfoot was a little wart of a gambJohn Langlla, deceased, died seized, ler from Santa Fe whom the boys
and
and of which real estate plaintiff as called
administrator took and has posses- who was wearing the tenderfoot dicer
sion in the absence of the heirs of as a sort of a Joke. Denver Field
said John Langila. and that they may and Farm.
be required to interplead and settle
KEEP THE KIDNEYS WKl.L
their seve ral rights and demands between themseive. and to have the
Health is Worth Saving, and Sonic
court determine which, If any, of sa-Albuquerque People Know
persons are entitled, as heirs of said
How to Save It.
John Langila, to an accounting for
the rentb and prsrtlts of said real
Many
Albuquerque
people take
estate now In plaintiff's hands.
their lives in their hands by neglectThat unless the said defendants
ing the kidneys when
they know
theln appearance In eald suit on these organs need help. Sick kidJudg1909,
1st,
or before November
neys are responsible for a vast
ment by de fault will be entered there- amount of suffering and ill health
Summers
against them. That
in
but there Is no need to suffer nor to
Uurkhart, whose postoffice address is remain in danger when all diseases
the
Is
Mexico,
Albuquerque, New
and aches and pains due to weak
plaintiff's attorney.
kidneys can be quickly cured by the
JOHN VENABLE.
use of Doan's Kidney Pills. Ifere is
Cl.rk of Said District Court.
an Albuquerque citizen's recommen1909.
6,
Albuque r.iue, August
dation:
o
Mrs. O. W.. Davee, 317 S. Amo
.
ciuropofllst.
Hair nroscr ana
says:
Street, Albuquerque, N.
op"Doan's Kidney Pills have been used
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
posite the Alvarado and next door .o f.i our house with such positive reSturges 'cafe. Is prepared to give sults that I cannot praise them too
thorough scalp treatment, do hair highly. Backache caused me a great
corns, bunions and ei.al of discomfort aifl I knew that
iretssihg. treat
She gives massage it came from disordered kidneys, as
ingrown nails
manicuring.
Mrs headaches and other difficulties conand
tetument
Bambini's own preparation of com- vinced me of this fact. The docte.r
plexion cream builds up the skin and tolei mo I was suffering from kidney
Improves the complexion, and . complaint, but I was unable to get
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Sh relief from the various reiiiedies I
into prepares hair tonic and cures t r ittl. Finally I comm. need taking
loan's Kidney Pills and they rend prevenu dandruff and hair fallmoved every symptom of my trouble.
ing out. restorer life to dead hair,
,
mule-Mwgrts and superfluous During the three years that have
For any blemish of the fait since passed, I have ha.l no return
of kidney complaint."
call and consult Mrs. iramblnl.
For sale by all dealers. Price HO
ce nts.
n
t?.i
Buffalo.
The Missouri Society of New
acw York, tolc agents for the 1'nited
iiiccjt llic frocenul Wevl- Slates.
of each inoiilli at Odd 4
name Doan's
Hein.mber
the
Second
Semtll
.r.9
Imli,
321
and take n.i other.
re!hui'
Mrc-ct- .
Xext met' ting Weilnes- day, August 11.
The (Mine cr Idleness.
Idlenes-means trouble for any one.
lleadeiiiurters at rexim 4, Bar- uett boilillni. Second and Cen- It's tha si me with a lazy liver. It
causes constipation, headache, Jauntral. liione 1079.
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and
All MIxMiurians arc requested
blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but
4 to call and register.
O. J. UUAKMETt,
Dr. King's New Life Pills Don banSecretary.
ish liver troubles and build up your
health, 25c at ail druggists.
san-itar-

IlKAIt AT CIXH lK KOIT.
Quite an excitement was occasioned
here Wednesday by the report that a
bear had been seen almost in the limits of the town. Several men With
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000

y

:

MEREST

ALLOWED
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SAVINGS
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One

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

of COMMERCE
BANK
OF
VLBUQUERQTJK. N. M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAIi. S150.000
orncEmm

First National
Bank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Depository

OF

A

Koster-MiTbur-

j

i

GOOD BANK

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

....

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AMO SURPLUS
920O.OOO

OLD RELIABLE"

e.

L.
THE

ESTABLISHED

1171.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries

.he Largest

FARM

and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grotetiea
In the Southwest.

AJtfD

en-U- er

1

$250,000

Is important
not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

Johnnie-Behlnd-the-Ro-

--

J

Your Selection

o.

Me-x.-

Capita i ana
Surplus

United States

i

Ek-lan-

and director

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashici
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C Baldridge,
A. M. Blackwe U
o. E. Cromwell.

FREIGHT WAGONS

CENTRAL AVENUE

Tri-week-

ALBUQUERUB ,N.

M.

ly

Excursions
Thursdays
Era TuesdaysSaturdays
cry
Round Trip Rates
- - $35 00
Los Angeles
San Diego
35.00
Redondo Beach 35.00
. 37.25
Catalina Island
. 45.00
San Francisco

Santa Barbara

35 00

Tickets limited to November 30, 1909
Glad to answer questions

WM. BALFOUR, Agent.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

OCTOBER U, 12, 13, 14, 15 AND 6, (909, ARE THE DATES FOR THE GREAT

MHJML

TWEMTTr
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This Will be the Greatest Exposition Ever Held in the Southwest
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NOT A DULL MOMENT
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GRAND, FREE
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STREET SHOWS
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Every Evening
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i a treat day puet
for
Will bo tflie

PRESIDENT WILLIAM II. TAFT
of tile city of Albuquerque on Octolwr

nil New Mexico.

4

of the nation'
liistory.

chief executive.

X

15. Tills will be X
eveiit.s will lie arranged In honor T
This should Imi the rreateM day In our 2
SM-cl-

X

Base Ball
$1,500 in prizes have been offered for
the greatest of American sport. The amateur championship of the Southwest will
be decided at Albuquerque's excellent
base ball park, participated in by the best
teams fn New Mexico, Arizona, Southern
Colorado, and El Paso, Texas. This is an
event that annually stuns the veracity of
all fandom, and the interest is at fever
heat.
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FREE CONCERTS
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By Famous Bands

Carnival

Concessions
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Giving Continuous

A REAL AIRSHIP

Performances

Sailing over mountains and valleys, is one of
the attractions that will positively be seen.
This is the first time in the history of this
section of the country that this wonderful
spectacle has ever been witnessed. Don't
fail to see the coming mode of travel, the
crowning success of the age.

Ample Hotel and Restausant Accommodations will be provided, and the Secretary will g'adly make reservations for
those who request him to do so.

Marathon Race

Horse Racing

Never before has a real mar athon race
been run in the Southwest. This is one
of the features that ancient Rome considered "king" of all sports; it thrilled all the
world during the late Olympian sports in
England. The best runners in the country will take part. Don't fail to witness
the greatest endurance that man is capable of.

The cream of the turf will take part in
the greatest horse races ever pulled off in
the West.
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Grand
:
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$6,500

::

$
::

s::

have been offered in prizes which insures
the finest thoroughbreds being entered
that are now racing in this country.
-

-

"

....

For Full Information and Entry Blanks Address the Secretary.

W. G. TIGHT,

President

JOHN B. NlcMANUS, Secretary
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TEXAS

AMUSEMENTS

..

COWBOY

iNVIIATION

(Crystal Theatre

4

4'
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WITH
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Every Lady Attending

Our matinee on Wednesday Next will receive
a souvenir, and every matinee a ticket will be
given for two special prizes on Wednesday
Afternoon.
Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

I

!

EDWARD

-

O KE1LLEY READY FOR
HIS JOURNEY

part

W. B. MOORE Mgr.

In

a gigantic roundup of Tcxans

fr

ADMISSION 10c

mi

Minneapolis

,

Rooming House

Strong Brothers

a-- i

-

V,

1

B.H. Briggs

-

DRUGGISTS

XLVARADO PHARMACY
Cwttr Gold An. and 1st St.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Mrs. R. B. Patten

Pure Ice Cream

4

J

Fer the eeaeon of Hot our
f
f eellcluu creaa le mote popt tier teas ever. All order.

i

targ or etnall. In or out of the
eity promptly care,l for. and
aelivery la foo4 eosdltloa.

;

The Matthew

t fjartitttt.
5

a.

x

w

ftt

w

4
4

UsewUe.
hrt locale
scattered ui different ptfei
will oftea do tbe work of a
Oteaiay ad, and their eost li
a
a era trifle.
Wi have many adftrtls-- r

If too. are too busy, send

or

mmr m

l

t

I7

No. Fourth

at Psoas

a
a
a
a
a
a

11-o-

J.

C.

V.

$ 150.000.00
42,128.14
957,12,1.00

.

478,710.42
$1,627,901.56

mLDKll'GE

J. JOHNSON

ment of the store Is announced. Great
preparations are being made for thin
day and patrons of the big store w.ll
have an opportunity to revel in bar- gains from morning till night.
Two very important departments of
the store which have gone almost
In these store news articles
are the notions counter and the toilet
goods- counter. On the notions counter are hundreds of articles jf every
day utse at fcmall prices. This count'-offers an opportunity to stock up with
these necessities at a great saving of
money. On the toilet goods counter
can be found all the famous Colgate
pre parations, perfumes and toilet va- ters, tooth pastes and powder3, an l
all these articles of proven merit at
d
the reguto one-hafrom
lar price. An offering of special at- tractiveness Is a most complete line
of opera cloaks, beautiful things, re
tailing at $100 and more, on which
the price has been cut In two. These
are an unusual value and should not
ht overlooked.
The ale has. been In progress for a
yith, daily Increasing interesT,
and the management feels confide:;!
round
that when August 21st comes clear-anti
will end the most successful
sale in the history of the b g
store.

and

Builders

Finishers

one-thir-

lf

e

Our work Is complete. Hubbs laundry Company.

n.

MaUve anal Chicago Lam her, Gherwla-Wllllaa- ia
Palai
ailaUa Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, ataoss.

J. C BALDRIDGE

423 SOUTH FIRST

surfaces would last much longer and
would require less freqpent repair. In
these days w hen roads are made almost flat there Is no excuse for this
habit of clinging to the crown; but
The Metals.
New York, Aug. 11. Copper strong, where roads are made with a great
deal of camber It is perhnps excusstandard spot, $12.95 13.15; leal able,
as driving on a continuous slope
firm, $4.2504.32.
is the reverse of pleasant.
Gentle
. woman.
Sloncy Market.
I
New York, Aug. 11. Bar silver.
,11c; prime paper, 4(ai4
per cent; CRAZY MAN TAKEN
call money, 2 t 2 'i per cent.

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

I

.'

St. l.ouls Wool.
Aug. 11. Wool

TO

Lou,

steady,
and western mediums, 231'
2Se; fine mediums, 2224c; fine, 181
St.

territory
19c.

(ruin and Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. ' 11. Wheat-US',4Dec, 95fr95e.
64"g (&64c;
Corn Sept.,

54c.

Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

fl0.67'i

c;

--

Se.t.,
Dee

,

1

Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,

37c; Dec, 37V4c.
$20.45; Jan., $16.67
$11.30; Oct., $11.25.
$10.97 Vs If 11.00; O 't
'a 10.70.

,

New York &tock..
York, Aug. 11. Following
were closing quotations on the stock
excliangi! today:
88 'i
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
120i
141
New York Central
136'A
Southern Pacific
207
Cnion Pacific
78,i
t.'nlted States Steel
120
do. pre ferred
New

:
i

Chicago Uvectoxk.
Chicago, Aug. 11. Cattle Receipts
IS, 000; steady to shade lower; beeves
$4.30 & 7.50; Texas steers, $4.00 5.50;
western steers. $4.00 iff 6.00; stockers
and feeders, $3,001x5.10; cows and
hdfers, $2.25 1i 6.25; calves, $5.50 ft)

i

COUNTY

JAIL

Native From lujiirito Ilecamo Violent
anil Made Mor Noise Than a
Dozen Carpenters.
Donachino Chaves, the native from
In the city jail, believed
to be insane, became so 'violent this
morning that It was thought advisable by the authorities to move him
to the county Jail. This was dona
during the forenoon with some difficulty. It is usual to take prisoners
from the city Jail to the county In
Die police buggy or on the stri ct ears,
but when an attempt was made to
take Chaves from the cell, he resisted so that he had to be hauled
over In an express wagon.
It required two men to place handcuffs
on him.
County Physician Frank visited
Chaves this afternoon and talked to
him. Dr. Frank has n"bt fully decided whether the malady Is
or delirium tremens.
Last night
Chaves made the new city buildingr
ring with his cries. This morning ho
vied with a dozen carpenters In mak
ing noise and came out a winner.
His yells could be heard above the
din of the hammers.

Pajarito held

ty

8.25.

PLANT OFT OF KKsPFXTT
FOR m:(.ro.
The unusual spectacle of a large
manufacturing plant closing down a
most important ih parlniciit during a
busy season been
f the di uth of
wita faithful negro employe wits
nessed hi re today when the veneer
of the
manufacturing
department
$4.70'-$3.00115.10;
large factory of li. C. Jarrell and
5 65; native lambs, $4.501i 7.
company shut down at dinmr at the
crn lambs, $4.50 11 r.:o.
request of about a hundred negro
s thai this be done so they could!
Kan-ii- s
City Livestock.
rvk'es oi I'ncle
attend the funeral
Kansas City, Aug. 11. Cattlt
e
negro and
John Davis, an
7. Oiio, including
2.000 south
t
home
bis
wh
died
erns; steady to weak; native steers, last ninht. The old negro had Wf here
kej
$4.50 fi 7.50; southern fteers. $3.25y-5.10- at tills plant for nearly 20 years and
southern cows, $2.60 ri 3.85; na was thoroughly respected by all who
tive cows an dlieit'ers, $2.25 14 ii i .2;-kin-him Humboldt correspond-- i
stoekers and feeders, $3.00 fl 5.50: nee, Naslnille Tennessean.
bulls, $3.001 4.00; calves, $3.501. 6.50;
western steers. $4.25li6.O0; western
NOT Til vr RIND.
cow, $2.75 It 4.40.
of examination time. Prof.
Apropos
5c to 10c
Hoes Receipts 7,000;
of Dubuque, relai I
lower; bulk of sales. $ 7.40 ii 7.65; Carla C. Peterson,
dinner some examination)
at
an-packers
heavy,
$7.60 1j) 7.70;
butchers, $7.451i 7.7.1; light, $7.30'U stories.
'Once, in a Tiil-llesson,'' he said.
7.55; pigs, $6.25 'n 7. J5.
to "I repeated the text: "Arise and taka
Sheen Receipts 6.000:
the young child and his mother ana
$ 1.00 i 5.00;
muttons,
10c
lower;
range w ethers flee into Kgypt.'
nil Oi 7.75;
lambs.
"And then I showed the children
$3.75'n 5.25; range ewes, $3.00 m 5 on a large picture
that illustrated tha
j
in nrnilit colons.
nki:di.k W KA It OF RHADS HYitcxi
I
'"' children studied tne piciuro
A I TtKS.
I
a
,.,.ntv mnevor iirotests 'against eagerl y. Then they ail frowned; all
Finally
rather disappointed
the habit which many motorists have; look
of doing the majority of their driving a littl girl said:
" 'Tenchi r. where is the flea
on the crown or center of the road.
This method of driving means that Philadelphia Kulletln.
one portion of the road takes all thej
Are your shoes beginning to loolc
wear, and naturally, of course, gets
worn' into ruts and ridgi
shabby ? No need to wear them any
itself longer while you can buy stylish shoes,
If the traffic would spr.-u-end make all that portion of the road Oxfords and Hlppers at such close
from the gutter to the top of the prices as we are making. C. May's
W". Central
Ave.
of the wear road Shoe Store,
crown take a
ClXtsI--

Hogs Receipts 23,000; 5c to 10:
lower; light, $7.3)5 to". 90; mixed, $7.15
lit 7.90;
heavy, $7.05 7.90 ; rough.
$7.05 li 7.25; good to choice, heav.v,
.257.90; pigs, $8.551 7.75; bulk of
sales, $7.35 Si 7.7 5.
Sheep Receipts IS, 000; Weak t
loe lower; native, $3.00 lit 5.00;

411.
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Supplier
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THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Srarcel With a Hot Iron,
scalded fcy overturned kettle cut
slammed VII Kinds of Fresh anil Stilt Meat.
vkitkt a knife bruised by
door injured by gun or in any other
Steam Sausage factory.
way the thins needed at once is
Into
subdue
BueaJen's Arnica Salve
EMIIj KLK1NWORT
flammation and kill the pain. Its Masonic Building, North Third Street
for
supreme
healer,
infallible
earth's
boils, nlcers, fever sones. eczema and
Constipation causes headache, na'i-s- i
pile, tic at all druggists.
a. iliz.l in . languor, hi ai t palpitation,
physics gripe,
lira?:!IJun't let the baby suffer prom
wures or any Itching of the weaken the bowels and don't cure.
t
givm
instar
kin. IK.an'j) Ointment
Doan's Regul- ts act gently nnd cure
Perfectly safi constipation.
25 cents.
Ask
yojr
turn quickly.
fccll
it.
druggists
druggist.
lor hildrn. All
Ttie vapid tniTcase in our tiutlues
We sew ou bullous, Hubbs Launhi dae to pmd work and fair treat
dry Company.
tf twr patron. Hubbs

r

$1,627,901 56

Vice President and Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd dav of July A. D. 1909
R. M.MERIiITT
Notary Public
Corret Attest
SOLOMON LUNA

August Sale Specials

llil,

.

-

Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo ss.
I, W. S. Strickler, vice president and cashier of the above named bank,
is true to the best of mv know
dosolemn'V sivear that the above stateir-enW. S. STRICKLER,
ledpe and belief.

up
Men's Sinus
Ladiis' Oxfords
.51.25 up
35;:
Carpet Slippers
50o
Men's 75c Shirts
Men's $1.;,0 Straw Hats.. $1.00
Men's $1.50 Pantaloons. . . $1.00
Men's $2.50 Pantaloons. .. $2.00
Sale of Tin ami Kuuinel Ware.
2 Tin Cu;
jo
Hundred), of other bargains.
Win.

10,000.00
12,000.00
5,550.(0
567,172.98

-

...

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Cer.ilkates of Deposit

eifewet

CASH BUYERS

aaaaaaaaaa
wpwww
aieetaiiAiii
.I
ww ww ww w

&

$l)0,T3,2.T8.n8

LIABILITIES

'

.

who nee them dally.
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Supply Company

I

A
M nan tan travel
fast as a slant if be make
ate
go faster.

I

-

J

teiDga holiday.)

ftrsourrcES

HtMtMtHfWttHt:

Bring Us Your Prescription

5, 1909

.
Loans and Discount
Bonds and Other Securities
Keal Estate
Furniture snd Fixtures
Cash ana Due from other banks

The Summer's Finest Banquet

Lady Assistant

Occidental Building

f

(Moncay, July

:

-

teiiy

at the close of business July 3, 1909

Magnet.

i

ji

OF ALBUQUERQUF, NEW MEXICO

BARGAlfiMISO

in the famed Alamo city.

Up-to-Da-

J
J

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Antonio, Tex.,

The Chamber of Commerce and the
Today has been the bigest day of
International club, who are the orig- the Golden Rule sale. Today Is the
inators of the Idea, picked O'Rei'.Iey sixth day of thu sale and that it
te
Best
the long ride because of his ex- tiiould have exceeded the speed limit
perience In the saddle in the Philip- is remarkable. Five minutes after the
pines and on the Texas plains.
'store was opened this morning It was
Motion Pictures
The horse which will carry O'Reil-le- y filled, and before half an hour had
Is named "Arkansas,"
and was passed every aisle was Jammed with
hired by the famous $20,000 stallion people who had come to see and buy.
Comic Pictures at all Shows
brought to Tixas by Senator Bailey.
central magnet this morning
It Is wiry and plucky, and Is expected WnsThe
the gingham counter. Here were
good
Journey
long
in
to
finish
the
You Want to Grow
.piled 100 pieces of the newest an I
condition,
brightest things to be found in dress
' Henry C. Toss. Songs.
conventionwear
will
O'Reilley
the
Be a Strong Man,
To
ginghams. These were offered for toplains
will
cowboy
of
and
al
outfit
the
,
Julian J.
rrskal. Violinist
don't you? Well, eut ir oi. nourishing deliver his message in person to the. day at 7 Vi cents a yard. As many
as could conveniently stand be
Miss Jennie Craig, Pianist.
thrive oo it. You will al- president at Washington, or, if Taft 'clerks
J bread and delicious,
hind this countej- - had the busiest two
Is
will
follow
Heverley,
him
he
at
ways find
who rsnme bread
hours of their lives waiting on the
eager throng of women. They stood
that the children will piefer to any- there.
Twa- Shows, 8:15 and 9:15.
six rows deep in front of the long
thing else for a luncheon or ut meal
counter and in spite of the fatiguing
GRAYS Will PLAY
time at BALLING'S
heat would not leave until they had
o'jtaincd a huppiy of these fine gingof gamis hams.
I'lO.VKKIt
BAKERY.
Tomorrow Js Children's day, when
every boy and girl going to the store
207 South First Siren
Hoys und
will be given a; balloon.
Team leaves Tomorrow to I'luy
gills should not .forget tomorrow.
'
1'a.so anil Northern New .Mexico
Friday, August 13 will be "Lucky
- ,
end Colorado Teams.
Day Sale." All the accumulated remnants and odds and ends of the sal-- '
IM Sowth Second St, Corner Iron.,
The Barclus (jrays have a very ac- o ill be placed on the speieal bargain
tive campaign before thein. Tomorrow counter for this day und sold at half
mil aw
Irpn beds. Room for
night they will leave for El Paso for price. There will be concerts by
iMMkMitai. Simla room, tl.li
FT
If'Vl.
three gaJiies with the Kl Paso White orchestra and the Golden Rule stoic
jwaMl :t .MaVTfa' I U
vmL No Invalids received.
Sox. On August 21 they will leave for offers a day of, unusual pleasure an
the north for a series of game', profit' for' Friday.
& Co.
Saturday's special offering will be
flames will be played at Raton August
21 and 22; on the 23rd they will me.'t apron ginghams at 5 cents a yard.
the famous Trinidad bunch on their The Kulletln does not announce lh-- '
home grounds, and on the 24th tho extra special for Monday, but It I
(Ira.vts
will go against the Dawson aire to be a gocd one. For Tuesday
tim. The management of the Daw- - very special bargains In every depart'- -

The

Report of the Condition of

200-mil-

THEATRE

109.

J

Aug. 10. Edward S. CVReilley, old Philippine
AI OOLOLN RULb
scout and Texas cowboy. Is off for u
e
He Is to
horseback ride.
carry an Invitation signed by most
everybody In Sail Antonio
n. MetroThe UIr Store
President Taft to visit San Antonio
politan Iiargitiu Ku-- li This
during his western tour and to take
Morning 4. iiinliains the
San

COLOMBO
t;

,

.... lite
wo ciuu Pays inm
i,nvn mm,
will be closed for tha occasion. Another game may by played at Lis
Vegna while on tlU" return trip, but
tn1s has not bt en i flnnteiy arranged.
On September 4, 5 and 0 the (Jrays
will entertain
the , Raton team Ht
Traction park. This series In bound
to be an Interesting one. The Raton
t am Is otiti of the strongest
in th"
tir:-itoiand may be a factor at the
lair.
week it scored a 3 to 1
viitjry over Kinky Ford, Colo., anJ
v.i.s Uenten by P. f. ratch by T rlnida 1
ii
a ...cote oi 4 to 3. lly September
;h. .New .iixli i tiiims will represent
will isliow during the
iie strength ill-fair.
On the 15th of the present month
Ibuqueryue fans may be given an
opportunity of seeing Gallup and the
Cays playing again. Padllla said
this morning tnat he had made the
Coal Diggers a proposition to play
here both the 14th and the 15th for
a $200 side bet. or for the gate .receipts or any kind of a .proposition
they enre to make. Padllla said this
morning the game Sunday wan no
criterion as to he relative strength of
the two teams. He said Weeks was
efl and Pena made a bad error and
that was all there was to. He wants
another try, and there Is no douot
that iallup will accommodate him.
The Gallup management t.iis morning ent Padilla a fine Mexican ha,
with a note saying the hat was not
to wear, but to eat. Padilla said be
fore the game that If tiallup won he
would eat hi hat, but now he claims
the pur? food laws prohibits t;ie eating of hats not bearing the government ctamp.

TAFT

7

AtCiCST II,

WKDNKSDAY,
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IT IS

THAT THIS YK AR
CORN CROP

S I I MPKR WI1KAT
$1, 600, OiiO, 00(1, AND

CROP WILL HF. WORTH
COTTON $SOO,OUO,000.

JSOO.Ooif.OOO.

thi:

hi

. 9

WKIFSIAY, Al'GVST II,

AITUTQUEKQUE CITIZEN.

1909.

Balloon Sails and Turns and Rises
in Triumph for Wireless Power

iDioirn

TAGK TTTML f

pimiiip

FIREMEN GALLED

10

PLEASED OTHERS
Albuquerque

Will Sec Carnival

New Mexico Association Will .Meet
Carl.Mbael, tX'tobcr 5, eor An-

At-

tractions During the Annual
Fair This Fall.

In the ruh of
the new wonders of the air don't overlook Mark O. Anthony.
It looks as if he may prove the
greatect wonder of them all.
Two years ago he went to the workshop of Leo Stevens, balloon make.',
and suld:
"If you'll make me a dirigible balloon, i'll srnJ It up In the air, mau-leswithout an operutnr, and control
It perfectly from the ground."
Stevens, after hearing Anthony's
ideas, agreed to the bargain.
While he wax muking the ehip Anthony was perfecting his Ideas.
The other day a wonderful test was
made.
At Sandy Hook Stevens released hi
dirigible baloon. It was fitted with
Anthony's apparatus-- . It was like
turning 13,000 loose In the air. Anthony sat at a table containing his
wireless electrical apparatus.
The ship started up and out over
the ocean, with a rush. Anthony
pushed a key around to "A." High
up In the air the propeller of the
began to whirl. It carried the
ship down to a lower level.
"Now I'll turn it to the right," said
Anthony. He pushed the key around
to another number, and, up against
the beholders saw the airthe
ship veer.
"Now we'll let it go way out," said
Anthony. "I ll bring it buck."
Far, far out to sea it went at a
height of over 1.000 feet.
The thread which was attached to
it ehowed that It was 7,000 feet, over
a mile.out over the water, when Anthony said:
"Now I'll bring it back."
He pushed his key to another letter.
To the astonishment of the beholders the airship, then only a dot, wavered in the sky, turned, and headed
.Ikflnlr toward shore.
Gradually It grew larger In the vl- New York, Aug. 11.

The Farker carnival

shows which

have a reputation for cleanliness, fair
dealing and furnishing
entertainment, judging by the following from
the Qulncy, 111., Herald:
"Tonight the owl carnival will
close with a farewell hoot. It has
and a money-makin- g
been a merry-makin- g
week and leaves no bad taste
behind. The opening was in doubt,
despondency and mud, but the skies
cleared, the earth dried and In the
finish the most wholesome and profitable carnival week in. Qulncy is recorded.
The Parker company Is a responorganization,
with
sible, reputable
money, morals, men and methods
modrepresent
the
behind it. They
ern evolution of the carnival. They
away
with slap-stic- k
have gotten
comedians with pink whiskers and
present a touch of the new vaudeville.
such as is found under plate glass
There are no
roofs In big cities.
MARK O. ANTHONY, NEW WIZARD OP THE AIR, DIRECTING HIS coochee-coochee
dancers or siren sisDIRIGIBLE FROM TABLE ON THE GROUND.
ters from Slam, but there are girls
slon of the watchers, and finally t i need scouts. I will have only to send who are handsome and vocalists who
came In from over the sea and settled my airslilp out over fortifications, ' can sing.
g one fair young thing remarked
on the sands, almost at the place snap t:ie camera as many times as I
want to and bring the airship bark.
from which It had ascended.
there Is nothing in the whole oufit
"If it Is punctured no one will be to which the most modest girl might
"It's only the wireless transmission
of power." said Anthony. "Our new injured. We can send up another one not safely take her mother.
and take another try for the pictures.
airship will be equipped with a
"Proprietor C. T. Kennedy Is. a man
air engine that will run for
"I can a loo arrange it so that I can of large and sane id fas and his as
explosives.
airship,
containing
send
fight hours.
the
soclates are also men of experience
"I'm also going to put another over a fort, and then, by turning my and tiict. Elmer Walters, himself a
apmy
on
I
to
key
a
will
dump
notch,
out the wen known and experienced theatrl- call 'X'
certain
notch that
exploslve.
paratus.
cal manager, is In charge of the press
"The airship will rite In the air, out department and advertising, and Is
"When I turn the key to 'X' a
wo
snap
way
o
a
will
on
explosion,
of the
camera
and
the machine
fthe
a man of Infinite resource and un
can tiien bring it back for another . failing courtesy. The show is con
view of the scene beneath It. '
away
"My invention does
with the trip.
structed with the equipment, mach- question of whether dirigibles are safe
"When I make my apparatus strong inery and paraphernalia of a big
1 will be able to control the
for transporting scouts during war.- cus adapted for a week stand. It Is
"With my arrangement they won't ship at a distance of fourteen miles." the cleanest proposition In the car- nival line with which the city has
I
been concerned and the Owls are to
besought,
was
Ice
St. Sebastian was
water
served free.
but he De congratulated.
Although they re
where
temporal
represented
was
to
in the seemed indifferent
the
The Union
II. REPORTS
celve but 15 per cent, of the gross
W. C.
cn
beautiful
some
by
a
one
booth wants of the people,
revenues, this In Itself will represent
street carnival
and wagon driven by a young man the present occasion has hit upon a a handsome sum to be added to the
SHOW GREAT PROGRESS representing Uncle Sam, which re- novel Idea, and w hen the statue f ! building fund of the order."
ceived the second prize of $25. Both the saint was carried in procession
displays received favorable comment. they stuck in his mouth a bit of fish,
One bazaar and one social were the hardest and driest that th.y couU UNDERTAKERS HERE
and
Gained
Has
Inioii
held during the year to help out !r. find. It now remains to be teen
Done Kffec Ive Work During
whether this procedure will have iha
finances.
the Past Year.
THE FAIR
Expenses of a delegate to the
desired effect. London Globe.
Money
paid.
were
at
Roswell
the.venUon
ting
mee
of
At a well attended
Very low price on garden nose to
as gjven towards funds for a deten-unioTemperance
Christian
Womans'
close out stock. Come In before w New Mcxlext Association to Meet In
" home for delinquent children.
Conof
the
In
held
the parlors
Albuquerque Two Day Till Fall.
While the members have not a- - re cold out I. H. Cos. 701 W. Ceo- i.hnri.h v..ui.ril;i v lifter- complished
'
as much as they may have r1
the
from
reports
were heard
noon,
Albuquerque has again been chosen
heacis of the various committees who wished, still they "hold the fort," an J
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
as the meeting dace of the New Mexserved during the pant year and offi- - feel they have great cause to be
Directors' association
for the coming year were elected, couraged and to begin the work of WANTED Dining room girl at the ico Funeral
will open on October
j The convention
Dr. Margaret Cartwright, who for the! the coming year with rejoicing over
Hotel.
Columbus
past vear has acted as president of 'the victories gained in other places
liztn, the second day or me lair, ana
to in thle territory and all over the WANTED Position In Albuquerque close the 14th.
the organization, was
As last year the meeting will be
In a srood fumllv. to help in house- succeed herself, while Mrs. J. H. United States.
work. Phone 839. Helen Metz, care held in the Commercial club building.
Heald was elected vice president, Mrs.
OXK WAY TO GET ItAiN'.
and Mrs.
The Vendome Hotel, 211". S. 1st St I The first two days will' be given to
C. E. Vaughn, secretary,
o
lectures and Instructions 'given b' an
Last summer tho Sicilians Buffered
Mary W. Barnes, treasurer.
embalmer,
A chilly reception doesn't cool oft
who will be
An interesting report was heard from drought. The peasants Implored
brought here for the occasion. On
from Mrs. John Strumqulst, superin- heaven for rain, but without effect. on a hot day.
the nlghf of the last day, the mem
tendent of the contest work of the
bers will partake of a' banquet, which
report
Strumqulst's
Mrs.
union.
will probably be served at he Alva-radshowed that during the past year
four contests were held, two in the
While the convention Is In session,
Elks' theater and two at the Slenaul
the Territorial Board of Embalmers
Mrs. strumquist was the
school.
will hold examinations for certificates
winner of the gold medal at the
tO' practice in New Mexico.
Twelve
Mountalnalr Chautuuquii held in that
applications for the examination have
city several weeks ago.
already been made. The Indications
Reports were also heard from Mrs.
are that the convention will attract
Butler, superintendent of the Mower
at least 100 people to the city.
mission, Mrs. J. H. Heald, head of
The present officers of the New
the evangelistic work of the union,
Mexico Funeral Directors' association
Mrs. Learning, of the prison work deare A. Borders of Albuquerque, prespartment, and Mrs. Butler, of the
ident; H. Joseph Mahoney of Dem-Inflower distribution committee.
vice president; H. C. Strong of
One of the most interesting reports
Las Cruces, secretary; Frank Strong.
of the afternoon was that of Mrs.
Albuquerque, treasurer.
Mary W. Barnes, superintendent' of
the Loyal Temperance Legion. Mrs.
Barnes gave a lengthy report showing
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
the standing of the legion during the
past year. The membvrship of the
legion, as shown In the report, is
IS ! FAVORED
600 and Its work is confined almost entirely to the schools of the
city, including the Menatil and Har-- (
Plan to Se ll Bonds anil Relieve
wood schools. Another branch is to
Stringency of Commercial
be established in the near future in
the Congregational Industrial school,
Club Is
Liked.
located a short distance south of the
city.
Nothing has been done as yet toOther reports read at yesterday's
ward gettjng subscribers to the Commeeting showed tiio organization to
mercial club buying fund, but it Is
be In a most encouraging condition
likely that the committee In charge
with a decided increase in the memwill begin tin active canvass of the
bership since the last annual meetcity tomorrow.
ing.
President Spitz t'iday called for a
pus:
A review of the work of the
meeting of the committee- - tonight at
among
following
th;
year shows the
the club, when a plan of action will
To decided upon. So many have sigaccomplishments:
secretary
report
of the
nified their approval of the plan preThe annual
-w
wtsipffg
meetings
twenty-four
regular
shows
sented by J. F. Luthy at Monday
fix'
t.'
night's melting that It is possible the
and two special meetingt held. The
I
pushe
w ork
'
bond selling ph.n will Ixi laid aside
has been vigorously
.
'
.
f
U
co-o:
keis. Mrs.
by the president and
and an endeavor mada to put the
mis".ufiiy plan through.
Mr. Luthy's
Butler, superintendent of flower
year
plan was to sell life memberships of
sion work, gave out during the
.
'
$400 face value at 1200. When seve51 bouquets. 41 texts. 44 garments,
nty-five
memberships are sold, the
fruit and vegetable donations, 41
money so raised paid over to the pn
jellies and other eatables.
k. tener.
John
hox.
meeting
20
owners of tin- building for a title.
There were 23 outings.
Washington. Aug. 11. "1 love the! or Chicago, and did so well that J:. If more tlum
e
memher- held and 1.370 pledg.-- signed. Money
1S;0 the l'ittsiiurg Brothcrhoo J elub
can be sold, the additional
was given to the needy. Mrs. Butler new tariff, but oh, you
money will he upplied to the llrt
also distributed literature, magazines
This Is tile song Hon. John K. grabbed him oiT.
Any material
It was in 1SKS that A. C. Spalding mortgage of $2.'i.0mii.
and newspapers where they would be Teiur. member of Congress from the
and
idea of taking a duo reduction or the first mortgai
conceived
the
lisef ul.
Twenty-fourth
Pennsylvania distri, '., around the world and Tener was one the plating of what is Jeft at an
Mrs. Stewart reported two mothers'
sang
Heps
when
tile
and
in
Denis
the
put
of the first men he selected for th
rate of Interest would
the eluli
meetings held anil press work for the
played that bull game. Toner trip.
on easy street.
Union up to June. whn her health House
aptained
ran-nmoney
the
loser.
this
Is
It
found that
If
With the close of the war be tween
wa too poor to keep up the work.
be raised on the life membership
of course, it's tine business being the National and the Brotherhood,
Mrs. Learning was appointed to
President of a bank, w hi h is the jul Tener gave up has- ball and signed up plan, the bond plan will be resurplace.
president of a hank at Charleroi, rected. Both plans have supporters
V 'liner sits in when not in emigres ;; a
Mrs. Strumqui.--t report, d time
anil it's nice being a Congressman, utjl'a., at which he has worked steadily,
nieiht! contests.
which Teiu r win ks when not hanktn-- ' Isave when saving the country.
Mrs. Heald has done gtx.d
wami r.ii: STRAPS IN CARS.
A few years back Tener was elect 1
ati-hut. oh. you baseball!
In the evangelist ie department,
White kid gloves may now gras;i
tigress-- I grand exalted ruler of the Elks, per
For this bank piesident
Mrs. Learning in prison and hospital
with Impunity he straps of the n.-man. who Is a product of the Pitts- haps It was the fact that he breeze- ripen paj
work.
ears on th"
Two successful temperance rallies burg lots, was at one time a pro- home in this election that Induced him Third
avenue line. The hanging
in the opera hou".". fessional ball player, and he was si to take a fall out of the congressional straps are completely covered by a
have been
were good they used to print his name In tiling. Being a Republican In PennStrictly temperance program
enamel composition of pure
given, and good audit nee.-- we:-- pres- Hie papers Just to ke p up the circu sylvania, the answer is easy. Jut white. They are to be cleaned every
n jw
se. s his nam.busi
in pri.it itny and washr-lation. (Another one of tho-ent.
m: I
with a
esionally
gubernatorial tiny can be perfumed and disinfe-t-im
Tho Union was successful in obtain- m ss office dodges.
!seini
trn'-- l
Blessed with a magn
but insists home one
ing the aid of Miss Striekney, Mi
d if nee i ss.iry
ear'v ling with his
Stewart and Mrs. lilair. all national sique. feiu rs p'aying attract-iThe board of health is sjinl to
th.ng for the country's
It's a
W. C. T. V. not kits, to lecture and attention, nnd h- made rapid Mri-id w ith th- - innovation
an I
tail-fo- r
He played for
Ii.ter. sts that Washington Is
the gam..
work In the public and mission frimo's
nily approve
effort to make
the
viii
.
league
;f the- devices slippery Alpine height
in th- nniong the children, which resulted in Mime with the East Liberty .Stars. nd-whoever they may have been (you th.- t.am was u contender Tr ud- - from which wicked bacteria
the i.re.anization of a Loyal '' mpe
would
don't have to go very deep into thing mit lie would go to tie garne every slide and break their evil necks. The
a nr.e union of ove r 6"0 children.
obits, you knu-.vjday. As it Is. he attends very session new straps are soon to be placed in
During the Irrigation congress a when writing
at Forbes field, I'itt.-hurwhen at nil the ears nf the system
booth at the fair grounds and a re 't and then hi was prevailid upon
Ne w
ho pit?hclj home; bat that's lift' r banking hours. Vork Herald.
lorm in Irrigation hall were fitted oi: torn j of, wioriul. In
h,
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ALL THE WAY UP

USE GREEN BOARDS
TO RELIEVE

J.r

,

one-thir-

From the foundation to the shingles on the root.
selling Building Material Cheaper than yo have
for many years. Save at least 25 per cent and

EYES

w

ar

bought

BUILD NOW

Change .Made In City Schools, It Is
Belie-veel- ,
WUl Benefit
Students.
When the pupils of the pub'ij
schools of Albuquerque return to tholr
respective institutions this fall to re
sume their studies, they will bo agree
ably surprised
to find that green
boards have replaced the customary
blackboards which for years past huve
been used In the schools. This change,
was deemed advisable by the board of
education at a recent meeting in th-Central High school building, and
workmen are now busy coating tho
blackboards with a green elate solution. When completed the writing
boards will serve the same purpoa
as the blackboards heretofore used,
only that the-- will be much easier on
the students' eyes.
Owing to the fact that Labor day
comeg
n Monday, September 6th, this
jear, the fall term will not begin until the day following. The teachers
who have been spending their vacation out of the city are returning, 5
each day seeing new arrivals.
All of the school building, are being renovated and recalclmined, whllo
workmen are busily epguged in n-- I
varnishing the bench
and desks in
eucn oi me rooms, snowier new ieu-tuwhich will be used In connection
with the school work during the next
year will be the using of ink made
from powder which will be supplied
to the various schools, to be mlxd
as needed. Heretofore the ink used
iithe public schools in this city has
been bought by the gallon. While the
purchase price was not so exorbitant,
the cost of shipping It to this ci'.v
more than doubled the price of the
fluid.
The board of education finds
that an excellent quality of ink ct:i
be made from the powder which can
be purchased at a much lower price,
to the gallon, than the already mixed
ink. The color of Ink ueed will be
black.
The coal supply for the coming year
has been distributed and the coal bins
It. the vatlous schools nave been tilled.
The coal this year was purchased at
$6 ti per ton, which is 20e less than
paid for the same quality last
oar. Cerlllote lump is the kind contracted for during the next winter
season.
i
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President B. Ruppe.
f the New
Volunteer Flret. . i s associa
tion, has issued an ortici. . all for the
annual convention of tl i cssoclatlon.
.
Carlsbad secured the
and
is making ample prepar... v.ns to show
the visiting firemen a l.v. y time. A
number of cash prizes h.. .e been of
fered for races, and an e .uorate program of entertainment 1.. been arranged. The railroads if the territory have made special rc'.es for the
occasion.'
Following Is President Ruppe' of
ficial call.
New Mexico Association of Firemen
To the Officers and Members.
Greeting The ninth annual con
vention of the New Mexico associa
tion of Firemen is hereby called to
meet at Carlsbad, .N. M., on Tuesday,
October 5, at . 10 o'clock a. m. In
connection,, the annual tdurnament
will be held and. the' events will be
called off, under the. direction of the
board of control under rules of the
'
association,
ine santa e route has made a
h
rate of one and
fare for all
stations east of Albuquerque and the
d
Santa Fe Pacific of one and
fare to Albuquerque.
Each city or town is entitled to one
deTegate for each 'ten members and
the vice president thereof who Is an
officer of the association and entitled
to vote as a member of the associa
tion. Art. XVI., Sec. 1, Con. and By- Laws.
As soon as hotel rates may be ar
ranged another circular will be Is
sued and also amount of prizes foi
tournament and entertainment to be
held.
(Official)
B. RUPPE,
A. M. DETTELBACH,
Pres.
Secretary.
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be a big feature of the annual
fair In Albuquerque, October
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lint at the Crystal Tonight
Tragedy la A Hairs of u I iimil.
"The Tragedy of Meduon" is Untitle of a splendid picture put on ut
the Crystul last night lor two nights'
run. The film is of extra length and
The- story it tells
is without u flaw.
is one- often repeated in every day
life, but probably ends a little more
tragli nlly than is common. A moth
a son und his wife are the
characters.
The mother feels that
the son's wife has stolen from her
the love of her son. Her antipathy
for the wife grows as the story
until murder Is committed. The
tragic scenes are presented modestly,
relieving the picture- of ull objective
but the stre ngth of the pieit
Is. ever
vident.
The finish is t
de utb of tinmother on
of Justice.
Five films form tin- program and
e very one Of
them is a good one-- The
comedy films are particularly fine.
(
x .v mkihcim: hi: a "i'ki;"
that has lived and grown in popularity feir thirty yearn, and
lire worth by uetual cures of female-Illin thousands and thousands of
American families?
pe is oi
Any fair ti:ndi-dinte lligi-nwill emphatically answer Nej! Such
a me diciiieis Lydlu E. linkham's
Vegetable- Compound, made from
roots and herbs, and its ever incre asing popularity is duu to actual incMt
alone.
I

s

AlbuquerqueFoundryiMachineWorRs
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PatternmaRer Wanted

Albuquerque Foundry I Machine Works

GROSS

KELLY

& COMPANY

INCORPORATED

.'

i

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers !;
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

i
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CrmBaldng Powder

.

.

is the most efficient and
perfect of leavening agents.

MADE FROM PURE CREAM OF TARTAR

No alum, lime or ammonia

3
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over opening rates will
be necessitated on duplicate business
and this Is generally recognised by the

ther advance

LARGE

OF

VOLUME
TRADING

IN WOOLS
Market Is Developing Well
and Business Continues
to Give Good
Promise.
The local wool market is developing
as well as the most critical could
Bin', says the Uojton Commercial
Business is of vi ry good
with aggregate sales during the
vrpk of eight or nine million pound
and dealers are obtaining full prices
In nil Instances. The mills are now In
receipt of satisfactory orders, a. id
worsted manufacturers, dres goods,
and woolen makers are all In evidence.
The latter are In possession of more
business than they have had for clgh-tie- n
months. The goods ordered to
date are of a volume that greatly encourages buyers to lay in supplies of
wool with considerable freedom. Another stimulant Is the settlement of
the tariff which now permits a general Improvement in Industrial condiEverything considered, tho
tions.
market Is In a decidedly strong posi
tion and it Is confidently believed that
all the available wools will be needed
for consumption before tie new d
clip arrives next summer.
Prices are not advanced from lajt
week, but the tone is distinctly strong.
This statement must be qualified for
Missouri quarter blood is becoming
firmer and an advance of V4 cent
was recorded within the past few
days, making fully one to one and
one-hacent rise over the figures
that could have been obtained for this
grade a month ago.
Large and small mills are repre- ented here and with the exception of
the American Woolen Company, all
are operating with much freedom.
Territory wools of all grades, In the
original bags, and in graded lots, are
receiving the greatest attention, although Australian wools running from
40s to 56s. are In very good demand,
considering the limited offerings, of
the former, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and Utah stocks are moving beat.
The Mills.
Both large and small manufacturers of worsteds are receiving excellent
call for their light weight products
and the volume of orders being book-dmakes them decidedly optimise
In regard to the future.
Staple worsteds have enjoyed an unusually satisfactory sale in the men's wear
while the fancy worsteds
and woolens now on exhibition are o
moving with considerable freedom.
Advanced prices caused by the increased cost of raw material seem to
have no material effect upon buyers'
operations, and this occasions no particular comment as it is universally
recognised that the fast returning
prosperity will take care of the output of the country's mills without difficulty.
Dress goods manufacturers'
arc
sharing equally In the activity and the
demand for these fabrics rune through
a wide range from cheviots made of
coarse yarns to fine grade broadcloths
unfinished worsteds and serges. Fur
Bul-Icli-

vol-un-

io

J

lf

o

a'-a-
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eagerness of buyers to take generous
Initial allotments.
European Markets.
Late advices from England and the
continent tell of continued activity in
the mills, for supplied were permitted
to decline to an extremely low point
there during the recent depression as
well as In the United States. Stocks
of wool are said to be comparatively
limited and despite the anticipated
larger Australian clip soon to bu
placed upon the market, it Is generally believed that all the available wool
for consumption.
will be required
While no higher prices on wools suitable for America are looked for In the
pear future, It Is claimed that wools
suitable for European consumption
will show a higher tendency at the
next London auctions.
Territory Winds.
About all kinds and grades of territory wools are selling on the local
market this week and a very substantial business is being dons in tin
aggregate. Worsted mills both large
and small, as well a woolen manufacturers, are operating according to
their needs and now that the tariff
i
settled, every manufacturer is apparently willing to go ahead In a
rordance with the business booked on
goods.
Several sales ranging from
Cnn.onO to 7 50,000 pounds are reported, while a number of transaction
are composed of lots running from
'.".On. 00 to 100.000 pounds.
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah
r.nd Oregon wools are the sellers today, both In original bags and In
graded lots. Original Montana clips
are selling all the way from 27 to 30
cents, according
to shrinkage and
quality, and many sales of origin. il
bag Wyoming fleece are moving on a
basis of 26 27 cents. The demand is
d
s
chiefly for
and
staple and original clips. Ha
Montana staple Is worth about
72 cents to 74 cents scoured, while
three-eightIs quoted at practically
the same price. In the grease the la'.-tgrade Is selling freely at approximately 30 cents.
A large New Jersey mill Is credited
with the purchase of more than
1.000,000 pounds of fine and fine medium Idaho at about 23 cents In the
grease or about 72 cents scoured. Another mill bought 25,000 pounds of
old fine medium New Mexican stock
at 68 cents clean basis. Several largo
lots of 1909 New Mexican wools are
said to be held in the country at
prices that are too high for buyers.
Sales of fine and fine medium scoured
territory wool are passing at 65 to 68
cents. A number of bids wore turned
down on this class of stock as dealer?
are Insistent upon receiving full prleeg
for the comparatively limited offerings
that they have on hand.

TO SUCCEED

He Will Have Charge of Med-

iterranean Forces and

-.:

London. Aug.' 11. Lord KI& hentr,
commander of the British forces In
India, has been appointed to succeed
tile Duke of Connaught as Inspector
general of the Mediterranean forces,
which post the duke recently resigned
a
"TVUm t
taaf on the ground of the "Ineffective nature of tho work and the useless expense to the nation Involved therein."
Lord Kitchener will take the rank
of field marshal, and also becomes
STERN, SCHLOSS & COMPANY
a member of the committee of ImperWHOLESALE DEALERS
ial defense. The inspector gene :al
11
Ave.
West
Central
has command at Malta and Gibraltar
Phone 142
E
and of all the British troops In Egypt,
the Soudan and Cyprus. The nppoln:-meImIs coincident with added
portance being attached to the post.
The Duke of Connatight Mn an official
rapid decay of most of the native timannouncement says: 'In view of new
bers of this region when used In condevelopments In the organization thi
tact with the ground. The use of
Mediterranean command assumes Inthese timbers becomes more necescreased importance and will be tak:i
sary every year for telephone pole,
up by Lord Kitchener, with the obrailway ties, mine timbers, and many
ject of giving It Its proper place 1"
other such uses which expose the
the scheme of Imperial defense."
wood to decay. The farmers of th-It Is understood that as a result of
state also use vast quantities of timthe Imperial defense conference It Is
ber for fence posts, and. preservative
Intended to
all the militreatment of such posts would enable
tary forces of the empire and plae
them to use native wood for this purLord Kitchener at the head of an orpose Instead of shipping In cedar posts
ganization having the Imperial army
which command a high price and befor ita special tare. As a preparation
come every year more difficult to ob
for this work, for which he has gained
tain.
valued experience in India, on vacat
Two substances are principally used
ing the Indian command In Septem
Sends for the purpose of wood preservation.
ber. Lord Kitchener will go to Japan State
namely, creosote oil. which Is a proto represent Great Britain
at the
duct distilled from the coal tar which
Notes Advising Them of
Japanese grand maneuvers In Novems produced In the process of making
ber and afterward make a tour jf
illuminating gas and coke, and chloRecent Change In
Canada, Australia and New Zealani
ride of xlnc, a white powdery chemito study the military organizations
cal which Is used for this purpose by
Tariff.
and consult with the colonial governdissolving In water. Creosote Is the
ments concerning them.
most effective because It Is compara
Lord Kitchener, who is just pa-Washington,
Aug.
11. The
full bly Insoluble In water and therefore
59 years of age, Is the young.t Held
amount of time stipulated in trade s not readily leached out of the wood.
marshal In the history of Great Brit- agreements
ith foreign governments, Zinc chlorid la even more poisonous
ain.
which Is six months In the case of to the decay producing fungi than creGermany and Great Britain, and osote, but It is more readily dissolved
NOTICE FOK PUIHdCATIOX.
twelve months In the case of Portu- out of the wood and hence is not so
Territory of New Mexico, County .if gal, Italy, Spain and The Netherlands, asting. It is much cheaper than cre
will be given by the state department osote, however, and is much usd
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
In the abrogation of these agreements
where conditions are not too unfavorNo. 8096.
Kobert A. Klstler. Plaintiff, vs. M. following tho enactment of the new able.
The United States Forest servlie
Dorothy Klstler. Defendant.
tariff law. These notices were today
prepared for the signature of the gives much attention to the preserva
To M. Dorothy Ki.stler. Defendant:
You are hereby notified that th; .Secretary f State. They will be sent tion of timber from decay. Informaabove entitled cause is pending In to diplomatic representatives of these tion In regard to It, and advice as to
said court;
that plaintiff seeks In governments in this country. At the the apparatus necessary and methods
and by said suit to dissolve the bonds same time notices will be cabled to of conducting such work will be gladof matrimony existing between him- the American diplomatic representa- ly suuplled on application to the Dis
self and you on the ground of de- tives to the. countries Involved.
trict Forester, Majestic building, Dct- Switzerland, Bulgaria and France, ver.
sertion and abandonment, and unle-you enter your appearance In said not having any term of notice stipunow 'n
cause on or before the 21st day of lated in trade agreements
September, A. D. 1909, a Judgment force, were notified of the abrogation
BIG LEAGUE TEAMS
by default will be rendered against of these treaties April 30, last, si
you and the plaintiff will be entitleJ that in each case they now have about
to the relief asked for In his com- three months to preparo for the new
WHKKE THEY AltE PLAYING THIS
plaint. The name of the plaintiff's conditions.
AITKltXOO-V- .
To be Fair About It.
attorney is R. W. D. Bryan and liis
In taking this action the state deaddress Is Albuquerque, N. M.
American League.
partment has adopted a course whicn
JOHN VENABLE,
Chicago at New York.
t is believed would be beyond criti
Clark of the Said Court.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
cism of foreign governments, although
Detroit at Washington.
the tariff law stipulates that such no
Cleveland at Boston.
tices shall not exceed the time agreed
upon for a diplomatic abrogation of
National League.
Inferentially this
the agreements.
Boston at Pittsburg.
would authorize a notice toveringany
New York at St. Louis.
loss period that the prewident might
deem advisable. The law provides
Western League.
hat tho president shall Issue these no
Lincoln at Des Moines.
days,
ten
state
tices utthin
but the
de
Sioux City at Omaha.
partment took tho matter in ha;id
promptly and Issued them at once.
HOW THEY STAND.
The department is carefully consid
American League.
ering the trado relations between tte
Won. Lost.
United States and foreign countries to
62
40
.60S
determine In which, if any, cases it
40
.60S
62
will be necessary under the terms of Philadelphia
4 4
.5X1
61
the law to apply the maximum duties Boston
53
50
.5 .' 5
of 25 per cent in addition to the rates Cleveland
.47."j
4S
53
stiulated in the law. Before such ac- Chicago
4S
53
.473
tion Is taken, In any case, the utmost New York
44
55
.444
effort will be made on the part of St. Louis
30
73
.281
this government to obtain a correction Washington
of any discrimination found to tiwt
National League.
against American products.
Won. Lost. Pc.
Maximum Ilatc a Last Itcsort.
70
27
Pittsburg
.122
It 111 be only as a last resort that Chicago
67
31
.684
the maximum rate will be applied. New York
37
56
.602
It is not believed that any practice of Cincinnati
4$
50
.490
a South American country will be Philadelphia
t'5
53
.45J
classed as discriminatory against the Si. Louis
40
55
.421
United States as trade relations wl'.h Brooklyn
36
62
.36
Latin America have generally been on
73
26
.202
a most satisfactory basis. The de Boston
partment is now making a very care
Western League.
ful survey of the field to determine
Won. Lost. P:t.
where any discrimination against Am Des Moines
.
39
59
.602
erican products exists that will war Sioux City
40
59
.506
rant application of the maximum tar Omaha
55
43
,5iil
iff rates.
49
47
.510
Secretary of State Knox signed the Denver
51
50
.505
Wichita
notice today to the foreign powers Topeka
46
49
.44
with which the commercial agree Pueblo
.410
59
41
nients will be abrogated and they will Lincoln
66
33
.333
be given officially to the representa
tives of those countries tomorrow.
GAMES.
TUESDAY
nt

FAIR WARNING
TO ALL FOREIGN

NATIONS

Department

Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio.

We the undersigned,

have known
15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm. Waldlng,
KInnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Halls' Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
isystem. Testimonials sent free. Price,
75c per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
F. J. Cheney for the last

HCBBS

CoalingStationWhereJeffreysWasMarooned
San Diego. Cal., Aug. 11. "In time
of peace establish coaling stations."
There is gradually accumulating
evidence to Indicate that Uncle Sam
has adopted this as at least a part
ot his working motto on the Pacific.
Unless all signs fail, the next addition to the nation's present insignificant number of coaling stations
is to be in the Galapagos Islands,
the group off the coast of Ecuador,
now historically noted as the marooning place of Sailor Jeffreys, whose
rescue was attempted unsuccessfully
by the Yankton during the cruise of
the battleship fleet from the Atlantic to Pacific.
Naval experts and writers have repeatedly laid much stress on the Imperative need of a coaling depot for
American warships as far south as
the Equator and at the same time
removed from the mainland. To all
appearances, an Ideal spot for the
purpose has been found in the Galapagos Islands.
The gunboat Yorktown recently returned here from the islands, where
surveys were made and data taken
for the most favorable site for the
depot. This has all been forwarded
to Wa 'lington to be passed upon by

pri'i-cipul-

hard-heade-

3&

PC-Detroit
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HOW'S TIUS.

We DARN your socks.
LAUNDRY COM PANT.

i'J--.-

Youngest
Field Marshal.

Will Be

er

We offer One Hundred Dollars

Ilrc-rntl-

THE DUKE

half-bloo-

three-eighth-

me perfectly sane and none find
anything Irrational at all.
This eeems to me to prove mr sanity ten times better than whether or
SAN TY IS PROVEN not I could handle Mr. Jerome In
fourteen and a half hours' deoate on
every possible subject except the alConcluded Hearing Kesullc.l ii ged delusion, which he did not oem
to want explained. Any explanation
in Showing That He Is .Mewould have spoiled hid hypothetical
ntally Sound.
question.
(Signed) "HARRY K. THAW."
White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 11.
Harry K. Thaw, who Is held In Jail
here pending a decision of the court GOLD AND WATER
regarding his sanity, last night Issued
a statement declaring the trial has
proven beyond doubt that he Is sat e.
E TRACT
His statement says:
"The fallowing is all I havo to say
a'oout the trial:
"Mr. Jerome's witnesses were an Catron Has Disposed of Another 151 i
Slice of IjiiiiI wild It Will
unprofessional lawyer and an unfortunate woman who contradicted each
other; also three of his peculiar alienists and Dr. Baker, who from his tesSanta Fe. N. M.. Aug. 11. The Partimony, which might have been on sons Itnd company, of Freeport, 111 ,
lther side, except that he showed has Income the owner of the I'ledm
some unfriendliness toward us and I. limine prant In Hio Arriba county,
could not re member many admission comprising .'0.0"H acres. The sale wan
he had made to me and to Mr. Pilmade by a Deliver real estate agent
rc presenting
grim.
T. B. Cutron and the
price l.s raid to have been more than
"Dr. Baker admitted ho did not
In souls because he had never 1 50,0011.
seen nny. Dr. McDonald and Dv.
This is the second big sale of land's
Flint refused to believe what Jerome cwned by Catron, he having disposed
had solemnly stated to a Jury, so I of his equity in the Tierra Amaril'.a
hardly think any Judge could believe urant only recently for $1 000,000.
any of them.
Catron at one time is said to ha.'e
"The best experts have informed owned L.."i0O.(HiO acres of lands,
me that if any Insane man was quesold Mexican land grants, an!
tioned for twenty minutes, as Jcromj enjoyed the distinction of being tho
questioned me. he would assuredly largest individual land owner In the
show his Insanity. As Jerome kept United Stat..
The purchaser of the tract menthis up over fifteen hours in all during the trial, he proved me sane forty-fiv- e tioned will irriijate a, considerable portion of It and will develop some of
times over.
"Mr. Jerome at the second trial. If as a mining district. Gold has been
discovered on some portions of It, and
j after telling the Jury why he had no:
proouceo ut. rum ami company, saia placer gold mining Is now carried on
hr would submit the case to human v ith some success.
intelligence.
'Twas a Glorious Victory.
"It seems I must be perfectly an.-- '
If
sensible men who
There's rejoicing In Fedora, Tenn.
slept In the same room with me, saw A man's life has been saved, and now
me undress and go to sleep and wake Dr. King's New Discovery Is the talk
up; then eat breakfast, dinner and of the town for curing C. V. Pepper
supper and walk with me upon the of deadly lung hemorrhages. "I could
mountains where I could have left not work nor get about," he writes,
them miles behind had I not been "and the doctors did me no good, but,
trustworthy. Thee and many clergy- after using Dr. King's New Discovery
men, headed by President Patton of three weeks, I feel like a new man,
Princeton, and ladles, some of whom and can do good work again." For
have known me all my life, and bank- weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
ers and lawyers and police and pris- and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever,
oners accustomed to observing both la grippe, asthma or any bronchial
sane and Insane men, also clerks, affection it stands unrivaled.
Price
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold
sailors, farmers, lawyers and the
of a great state all found and guaranteed by all druggists.

DECLARES

THAW

HERE S YOUR DPP OR

MY

The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.
The Myiterloua Key, by Louisa

Al-co- tt.

The Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane
Austin.
The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Jane Austin.

1sj-ma-

s.

The Corslcan Brothers, by Alexan-

by der Dumas.

HInton Hall.
Fleming.

The Wreck of the Kraken, by Jane
Austin.
The Kidnapped
son Bennett.

Little Rebel, by The Due
Otho the Arch, by Alexander

A

by

May

Agae

Child ot the Wreck, by May Ajgnea
Fleming.

Heiress, by Emer-

The Rose of Ernateln, by May Agnes Fleming.
The Midnight Marriage. Emersm
Mystery of Blackwood Orange, By
Bennett,
May Agnes Fleming.
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, CharSir Noel's Heir, by May Agnes
lotte Braeme.
Fleming.
Woven on Fate's
Garvlce.

Beauty's Marriage. Charlotte Braeme.

Loom,

Charlst

The Woman In Armor, by Mar?
Coralie. Charlotte Braeme.
HartwelL
On Her Wedding Morn, Charlotte
The Great Hampton Bank RobBraeme.
bery, by Mary R. H. Hatch.
BraeMy Mother's Rival, Charlotte
Kitty Craig's Life in New York.
Mary J. Holmes.
The Mystery ot Blrchall, Charlotte
The Wooing of Leola. by Mrs. AJex.
Braeme.
Miller.
Ardlelgh's
Penace, Char
Marlon
A Mad Passion, by Etta W. Plerc.
lotte Braome,
The Heir of Brandt, by Etta W,
The Story of Two Pictures, Char Pierce.
lotte Braeme.
The Power ot Paul Latrobe. Dy
Tragedy of the Chain Pier, Charlotte Adelaide Rowland.
Braeme.
The Crime and the Curse, by Mrs,
The Coquette'a Victim, Charlotte Southworth.
Braeme.
The Wife's Victory, by Mrs. SouU-wortTragedy of a Quiet Life, Mrs.
Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. SouthwortB.
Pretty Polly Pemberton, Mrs. BurJohn Strong's Secret, by Mrs.
nett
Southworth.
The Fatal Secret, by Mra. South-wortCora Hastings, by Mary Dalian.

.

Meslers of the crew of Gunboat Yorktown, Hiiupx'd, with a capunci a photograph. Uiken
tured lorlols', on Albemarle I laud (iitx-r)on the santo lluitd showing typical volcanic formation
of (.uUii;'M
,

--

Islands.
the department.
The site recommended In the report is Cruiser Bay,
Albemarle island.
Look ut a map of South America
and you will see the Gulapagos
group of about lifteun islands, lying directly on the Equator 600
miles due west of Ecuador. The archipelago Is the same longitude as
New Orleans.
The Islands, u!l of
volcanie origin, are practically uninhabitable. They are dreary, scorched
wastes of lava, dotted with numberless yurnlng craters of extinct
There id no vegetation except
the mangrove tree, a scrubby plant
Map of Central ant Kontli Auier. that grows where it can be reached
lean tuaM, showing locution of the by the tide waters. There is no fresh
(water on the Island. Sea' and Im
Galapagos Iland4.
s.

mense tortoises are about the only
Inhabitants.
Commander Harry I). Feld of the
Yorktown is one of the navy's experts In marinu surveying. He vis- fted the Galapagos Islands a short
tiiue ago with orders to nil a good
location for a coaling depot, and a
Fording to members of his crew It
will- be but a short time until Cruiser
Lay will be officially listed as u gov
station with San
ernment coulln
Francisco. Guam, Manila, San Diego
and other places now under consideration. The entire Pacific fleet visited the scene while the Yorktown
was htere and various officers pronounced the site selected admirable
for the purpose.
11

The Lawyer's Ward, by Mary

Dal-U-

a.

The Bride of an Hour, by Mrs. Ana
Stephens.
Mystery of Mordaunt Mansion, by
The Love that Saved Him, by Mrs.
Mary Dallas.
Ann Stephens.
The Devtl'a Anvil, by Mary Dallas.
Note Single coptes lie eaca,
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry postpaid.
Any 12 book.! for It. preDanforth.
paid. Any 25 books fir IS; the enAmerican league.
books for II; terms are
The Corsalr'a CapUvea, by Harry tire fifty
C010RADOANS LEARN
Washington 1, St. Louis 1 (twelve
cash with order. Send postal order
Danforth.
innings).
or check. Every volume complete.
Cleveland 4. New York 1.
Upon receiving books, if not as repby
The
Forlorn,
A
All
Maiden
WOOD
TO PRESERVE
Boston 3. Chicago 2.
resented, send them back and get
Dutcheos,
Philadelphia 3, Detroit 1.
your money. Place your orders at
Hunters ot bargains, like all
A Little Irish Girl, by The Duchesa. once.
National League.
l
hunters, must a:t quickly. This
AcIiU vihI fchow tho Value of
other
0.
2,
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Treating TIiiiIhtx IUToro l slug.
Sweet It True Love, foy The Duch- - advertisement will appear tn mors
New York 6, St. Louis 0.
than 1.000 papers.
1.
2,
Pittsburg
Boston
Denver. Polo.. Auir. 11. One of th
1.
8,
Brooklyn
Chicago
mose useful discoveries to the wood
using public la the methods whl.'-Wt'Mtorn League.
have been developed for preventing
Pueblo 10, Wichita 4.
Most of these
the decay of wood.
Denver 8, Topeka 7.
methods depend upon the fact that
Sioux City 7, Omaha 2.
g
organisms can be
the
Des Moines 10, Lincoln 3.
poisoned the samo way as any oth.r
American Association.
forms of plant or animal lire. 1'ois
I
Minneapolis 4. Columbus 3.
onous substances In a liquid form ar
Indianapolis 8, Kansus City 1.
injected into the wood, and no long a
Toledo 4, St. Paul 1.
these remain, the decay cannot act.
READE
105-1- 01
NEW YORK CITY
Loulsvlllo 3. Milwaukee 2 (elevn
portant in Colorado, because of t i Innings).
decay-producin-
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DITIZD.
BUSINESS

MALS SELF

A

rKlCALB HXLP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

El
REALTY CO.
1888

ROOMS TO RJCVT
HOUSES FOR BALE

tTKYOGRAPHXJU

RANCHES FOR SALE

Auto

Repairs-Bloyol-

F.

OOIIIIFI1U

BCSrSESS

OPPOII-TUM1TUC-

HOPPING

Indian Motor Cycle and Anto Tlrt
Vulcanising.
Bicycles for Sals or Kent, Repair- Ing and Supplies of All Kind.

8

GROCERIES

MONET TO LOA

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

a

Established
FOR SAUL
IS00.00 Slx Croat lota on B.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
$1,000.00
A
house;
large lot Keleher ave. Kara
gog bona
chance to buy
cheap. Easy terms.
$2,000 Three beactUol corner lots, 75x200 feat oa W. XV
eras ave. Thla la a saaa.
gooa boa,
I230O
two lots, stables,
oa Soul
Edith, close In. Aa axes ptlo rat
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
koose on
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS
IN ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
BELEN at original plat prlcea.
Call at our office for full particulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. Sea
us before buying elsewhere. Wa
can save you money.

es

321 Soutii Second St.

AATJftSMXW

GAXVASSXKS

DIRECTORY

HOUSES FOR RETT

CXJCRU

iGcm

LOST AND FOUKD

A FIOCLVLNX

SIS South Second Street
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
All
Kinds of Imported Italian Goofs.
Pure Lucca Olive Oil. Phone TIL

WANTEDPosttlons

PROFESSIONAL

flrst-cla- s
by
WANTED Position
bookkeeper, seven years with Standard Oil Co. H. E. Hereog, Gallup,

CARDS

TAILORS

PHYSICIANS

M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing,
301 South Becond street.

N. M.

L. BURTON, M.

SOLOMON

MALE HELP

9.

Physician and Surgeon.

WANTED ISO a month, 170 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Mall order houe, American Home
Supply Co., Desk 4. Chicago, 111.
MEN Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making $300 a month, so can
yon.
Address National Art and
Crayon Co.. Dept. 447, Chicago.
WANTED Intelligent man or worn-a- n
to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
WANTED Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large
consumption. Position worth $2,500
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated lllfg.COM, Rochester, N. T.,
WRITE and we wlllexplaln how we
pay any man 186 per month and
all traveling expenses to take orExperience unders for portraits.
necessary. This offer made by the
greatest portrait house in the
world. Write now before It Is too
late. R. D. Martel, Dept. 220,
Chicago.

610 South Walter Street
Phone 1030. Office Barneu
Building. Thone 617.

Residence

t

A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.

Practice limited to Tuberculosis

Bonn

10 to 13 and 9 to 4.
Telephone 886.
Rooms 8, 9, and 10, State National
Rank Block.

Extra Hands at Thresh-

DENTISTS

ing Time

--

FEMALE HELP
WANTED Competent girl for housework. Apply 720 N. Fourt St.
competent
Thoroughly
WANTED
dressmaker wants work. Address
3TH)
Huning avenue. Phone 687.
ANTED Lady to represent ua at
home; good position; good pay and
taller made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.

WANTED

WANTED To buy about 12 acres
near city, all or partly in alfalfa,
with fruit or shade trees. Givo
price. Addesa P. O. box 218.
cook.
WANTKD A good, compt-ten- t
Mrs. Ivan Grunafeld, 1009 TIJeris
ave.
WANTED To buy large tract of
report,
cash
Give full
timber.
price, location, shipping facilities,
e
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
regarding
Information
WANTED
farm or business for sale; not particular about location; wish to hear
FOR SALE
SALESMEN
from owner only, who will sell direct to buyer; give price, description, and state when possession can WANTED Sal eaman: Hxperlenced In FOR SALE Gentle horse, phaeton
thoroughand harness; twenty-fiv- e
be had. Address L, Darbyshire.
any Una to sell general trad In
hens, about
Box 3010, Rochester, N. T.
bred white leghorn
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
twenty-fiv- e
pigeons. E. J. Strong,
commissions
proposition,
cialty
corner Fifth and Hendricks avenue,
AGENTS
weekly advance for ex
with
two blocks north of Mountain road.
penaea. Tne continental Jewelry
fP ANTED Agents to sell our line of
Co., Cleveland. Ohio
souse;
FOR SALE Modern
cigars with a new patent cigar
easy terms and price reasonable.
lighter. Can also be carried as a WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
Inquire 214 North Walter.
side line. Address Crown Cigar
experienced (no attention to othCo., Milwaukee, Wis.
ers) receiving leas than two hunsalary
Positively make
110 to
AOENffS
dred monthly, investigate,
only.
$20 daily selling the greatest phoE. L. Cannon, Wade Bldg., i
Cleveland, Oklo,
to art specialty ever produced;
CAPITAL furnished for meritorious
something new and unusual. L. K.
enterprises; stock and bond is-- I
Ave., WANTED Best paying side line on
464 Carroll
Nutter, Mgr.,
sues sold on commission; compan-- 1
Chicago. 111.
les organized;
loans negotiated.
the market. Good men make btg
money. Salesmen with establishAddress with full particulars. MeteoANTa make Is daily selling our
ed territory write. Sample case 10
ropolitan Investment company, 111
National Clothes Drying Rack, reP.
lbs. Hivt give references.
La Salle street, Chicago.
quired in every home. Absolutely
Schmidt A Co., 8S4 Dearborn St.,
Bear, Bend AO cents for sample and
Chicago. 111.
Co.. 171 Waah-Ingto- n
FOUND
LOST
territory. Culver
street, Chicago.
to cover New
SALESMAN
CAPABLE
Friday, a cane, ivory
AGENTS ATTENTION! Dioio CabiMexico with staple line. High com- Lost Last
knob Inlaid with silver. Return to
nets guard the home from contagad$100 monthly
missions,
with
Citizen. Reward.
ion and disease. Require no attenvance. Permanent position to the
tion. Just hang them up, that's all.
man. Jess. H. Smith Co., De- LOST OR STP.ATED A colt; owner
right
People are buying them by the
troit, Mich.
can have same by calling at this
thousands. Send at once for sample
office and paying cost.
DisCo.,
Sales
educated
terms.
Montana
and
WANTED An energetic,
tributors. Butte, Mont.
man to sell the New International
Mexico;
in New
Encyclopaedia
IVANTED Agents make 18 a day;
splendid opening; state age, presseven fast sellers; big new Illusand give refer- ent employment
trated catalogue and samples free.
ences. Dodd. Mead and Company, WANTED Pianos, sewing machines,
Commercial Supply Co., Box 3068,
Boston, Mass.
Shukert Building. Kansas City, M'.
trunks, household goods, etc. Stored
Full
safely at reasonable rates.
two
In
made
PROFIT
11204.10
special
our
for
Salesmen
Moon Furniture & Storage Co., Ed
months by C. Nichols and his WANTED
vast
postcards,
5,000
of
free
offer
Le Br?ton & Co., Prop., 115
agents In Utah and Idaho: write
pocket samples, most profitable side
Ave. Phone 4 SI.
for proof. Want general agent to
Zimm-n-j
G.
H.
ever
offered.
line
open branch office in this state.
Chicago.
A
Co.,
man
Exclusive territory, complete
Washington's Plague Spots.
amazing profits; permanent SALESMAN WANTED Experienced
honorable business. Parker Chemiman capable selling to lie In the low. marshy bottoms of the
ambitious
cal Co.. Chicago.
best trade by Kansas City whole- Potomac, the breeding ground of masublaria germs. These germs cause
sale house. Applicant must
12.703.79 first three months" profit on
mit convincing proof of compet-.n- n chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
DIOZO. made by C. A. Nichols, 306
weakness and
lassitude.
Fine urjenlng. Permanent. jaundice,
Lake City, and
Walker l:ldg.,
He secured exclusive
Position will pay right man high general debility and bring suffering
bis agents.
fully. or death to thousands yearly. But
wages.
State experience
sale for DIOZO in Utah and Idaho
References. Apply C. J., care Citi- Electric Bitters never fail to destroy
in April, 1909. He tills us that one
troubles.
them and cure malaria
zen office.
of his subagmts cleared 1120 in
"They are the best
tonic
one week. A f w desirable states
I
by
wholesale and cure for malaria
ever used,"
still open. Write today for full WANTED .Salesman,
experienced,
Mvacancy;
James, of Louellen, S.
writes R.
house, to fill
particulars, if you have ability to
ambitious man, one who has sold C. They cuoe stomach, liver, kidney
art as a gentral agent. Can you
standard end Mood troubles and will prevent
country
to
merchants
do as well as Mr Nirh .ls? Why
specialties typhoid. Try them, 50c. Guaranteed
goods
or advertising
not? Try. Write now to Parker
t
mus-submit by all druggists.
preferred; applicant
Chemical Co., Chicago.
o
convincing proof of competency; fine
Are your shoes beginning to look
opening; position will pay right
man i;00 a month or better; pay- Bhabby? No need to wear them anv
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
ing two men now l00 a month longer while you can buy stylish shoes,
years. No appetite, and what I di J
each. Give home address, refer- oxfords and flippers at such close
cat distressed me terribly. Burdock
ences and exptcler.ee. Address C. prices as we are making. C May's
Blood Bitters cured me." 1. H.
.
Mioe Store, 314 W. Central Ave.
J.. Citizen.
Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.

Better paste this suggestion

ftp

and

STORAGE
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all-rou-

SAN JOSE RESTAURANT.

Open day and night. 211 West Cen
tral. In addition to our regular
meals
We serve short orders, noodles, chop
suey in all styles and other mandarin
dishes. Give us a trial.

&

SHOEMAKERS

J. E. KRAFT.

DRS. COPP AND PETTITT
DENTISTS.
Room 12.
N. T. Armljo

Building.

EDMUND G. ALGER, D. D. S.
B a. m. to 12:30 p.
1:30 to ft p. m.

Of flee hours,

nx.

Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 456

Office

w

JOSE

117 South Third St.
Denier In sewing machines and all

their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer

C

M.

CLAIRVOYANT

ESTTN'OSA

Attorney

at Law.

(Llcenslado.)
Will Do a General Practice In all
FOR RENT For Rent card at The
Courts.
Citizen office.
Room t, Armljo Block, Albuquerque,
FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
New Mexico.
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
Any part or all of Ihe first floor of
MODESTO G ORTIZ.
the Luna and Strlckler building Is
t
aw
now ready for occupancy and will be
Attorney-at-Laleased to responsible parties. Any
alterations desired will be made to
(Llcenslado.)
suit tenants. Total floor space, 12,000
30 and 35, W. Central Ave
square feet. Basement same dlmen Rooms Albuquerque.
Opposite Al
Old
sloaa. Steam heat and all other mod
buquerque Floral Co.
era improvements.
Apply W. 8.
Btrlckler.
John A. White
John W. Wilson
.
WILSON & WRITE
TYPEWRITERS
Law,
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter, No Atttorneyo and Counsellors at
6, like new. Cheap. Matson'a book
Will do a general practice In
store.
All Courts.
very Rooms IS. 17 and 19, Cromwell Bldg,
FOR SALE Fox typewriter;
latest visible model No. 23, like
Albuquerque, N. M.
new, cheap.
Mlllett Studio.
FOR RENT 'lypewriters, all kind.
IRA M. BOND
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
Attorney-at-La-

Pension, Land

Albuquerque. N.

w

FOR REN1

Patents,

Copyrights,

Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
WANTED Manuscripts. Novels poet
Marks, Claims.
ry, history, essays, etc., tor publics 36 F. Street N. W, Washington, D. C,
tlon in book form. Cochrane Pub
lishing Co., 777 Tribune building,
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
New York City.
w.
At tor n ey a
A Wlsi:
HKN.
A hen will not hatch an egg laid by
Office 117 West, Gold Ave.
a hawk, according to Chris Suinni't
of Stinesville, this county.
the experiment, he fcuid, and failed
INSURANCE
One day last week Mr. Summit w is
out shooting crows on his farm, and
li. A. SLEYSTER
while returning home saw a hawk
sitting on her tifst. He ehot It, an
Notary
Insurance, Real
also dislodged the nest, with an eg
Public
is it almost ready to hatch.
Mrs. Summit placed the egg und
Room 13 and 14, CromwcU Blk.
a sitting hen.
In a short time t.h
New Mexioo
Albuuerque
o
shouting
words
heard the hen
warning to her brood, and at th
A. E. WALKER
same time pecking at something in
the net. On investigation Mrs. Sum
Fire Insurance.
mil found the hawk's . gg pe ked Into
Secretary Mutual Building Aoclatlon
mincemeat.
217 West Central Avenue
that th
Mr. Summit concluded
hen's instinct warned her not to nurs
a iiird that might prey upon h- OSTEOPATH
liloomlngton (lriil.) ilispat h
brood.
t" New York World.
C. 11. CONNOR, M. D. D. O.
Never can tell when you'll mush a
Osteopath.
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn
Dr. Thomas
Be prepared.
scald.
Eclectrlc Oil inwtantly relieves th Specialist In Chronic Diseases. OfQcet
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
rain quickly cures the wound.

lll

Sewing Machines

of locks; keys mads and fitted; blcy
cles, typewriters
and sewing ma-

Office Cromwell Block
Albuquerque, New Mexler

PERSONAL

n

First National Rank Building chines repaired.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Attornoy-at-La-

t--

He-trie- d

store room, close to shops.
4 room
$23.00
tarnished
flat, with sleeping porch all
modern, plenty shade, on North
Second et Cool summer home.
$22.604 room modern brick
house. West Marquert
$2.80 per week, i rooms fur-- ;
nlshed for light houSeeplng,
Weet Copper, nesr Third street
Henrietta, la
$65.00 Hotel
brand new, never occupied, la
modern, 27 room, good ioca-- ;
tlon, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico hotel I story
Cenbrick, N. First t. betw--Lower
tral and Copper
floor store rooms Upper floors
have 18 modern nniha rooms
for rooming house, win rent
upper or lower floors separata.
Low rent Great opportunity.

CIIAS. HEWITT,

R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney-at-La-

ing. Partly furnish.
$20.00 'Rooming house with

Boot and Shoe Maker, 115 8. Third St
Men' Shoe.
Soles and Heels, nailed
tl.0
11,10
Soles and HeeU, sewed
Ladles' Shoes.
Tie
H Soles and Heels, nailed
Va Soles and Heels, sewed
$1.11
Only the very best rock-oa- k
sola
leather used and absolute satisfac
All work guarantion guaranteed.
teed. All work given prompt attention.

LAWYERS

Kltt-redg-

Business Opportunities

FOR RENT,
920 Three furnished rooms
and bath, modern, for
in.
Vrv cu
Water paid.
fur$20 Four rom mon-'- ti
Hi(niaiiO
nished hour
prnnn-r
In. Barn on
Water
paid.
.
room mi'Or-i- nous
$25.
Highlands. Newly rennishd.
$8.00
house, near
hops on Paclflo avenue.
new
$10.00
Comfortable.
house. No. Eighth at.
$8.00
tent bouse and
barn, corner Marble and 11th
street.
$12.00 Very close In modern rooms for light housekeeping on North Second street
house. West
$l.0v
Central Ave., neat Castle Hun-

P. MATTEUOCI.

E. W. DOBSOX

near the telephone

til

RESTAURANTS

105 North First Street.
Roberts
Sole agent for Famous
Johnson Tt Rand "Star" Shoes; also
Dental Surgery.
complete line of serviceable shoes.
Kxpert repairing, all work guaran
Room 3 and 8, Barnott Building, teed.
Over O'Riclley's Drag Store.
Appointments made by mall.
N. YANNL
Phone 774.

DR.

There is no place to which idle men turn so rapidly as to the want
page
of the daily paper.
ad
When you need men in a few weeks now to help in the harvesting, remember that.
Of course youcan depend on hiring men from your neighbors,
or you can count on men coming along by chance, but if you want
to be certain of hiring men, depend on awant ad every time.
You have too much at stake this fall to neglect an opportunity
to secure men in this way. And you won't have to put it off until
you come to town either. Just telephone your ad right in, and call
around and pay the bill when you come to the city.
The cost of an ad is mighty small compared to the value of the
grain you may lose if not harvested in time.

sevun.

PAGE

Madame Ilmar tells you all about
business transactions, changes, trav
els, domestic troubles, love affairs and
marriage; also health; no fee accept
ed unless she gives you the truth and
help you desire. 220 West Gold Ave

210 Wttt

I
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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W WW WW

If You Have a
I Boose for Sale or Rent

--zz:

t

I shall appreciate handling it.
If you wish to buy or rent let
me show you what I have list-

ed.

To prcmper In the Lnancrry business
you must do the beet possible work
In all lines of laundering We have

Your patronage appreciated;
your interests carefully looked
after.
A pleasure to discuss any
rental or sale proposition wlth
you.
Phone 368 or drop card to

no specialties EVERY article en
trusted to us la handled RIGHT by
high class help In every department.
Imperial lAundrj Co., back of post-office. Phone 148. Red Wagons.

HAMLETT
Geld.

Send for Our Select List of
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
4
whereby you can Insert die- 6
play ads In all papers for 6
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH.
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
427 8. Main St.
It Greary St
San Francisco, a
Los Angeles

Real Estate,

;

214 W.

We Ask You
to take Cardul, for your f emala
troubles, because re ara sura it
vlll help you. Remember that
thla great tomato remedy:

has hroucht relief to riftanr!f of
ottier sick vomsn, bo why trot to
you ? For heaJache, backache,
periodica) pains, female weakness, many have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try tt I

Sold In This City

60 YEARS'

PEniENCE

,

r,

KILLthi couch
u CURE thc
LUMCS

Anna$)Mnd!nf

Dr. King's
New Discovery
F0RCo2S?s-.KsAMD ALL THROAT ANft
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CITIZEN
WANT ADS

BRING RESULTS.

PERSONAL

MALOY'S

PARAGRAPHS
'Shnuld you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen, call ud the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No.' 36, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.

2E

FOOT COMFORT

free nith every

plr

AND

Try Glorleta beer. Phone 482.
Costs no more than
Insure In the Occidental Lite.
poor butter
V. i. Lowe has returned from
is marked down to figures which cannot f.iii
t:'lp to Houston.
incihe.
Mrs. O. C. Clark, wife of Conductor
to quick y clean up otr surplus nu-rc-h
Clark, I in Las Vegas visiting friends.
lin
ci
We call particular attention to ur
John Becker, of the John Becker
Co. of Belen, is Fpending the day in
the city.
Why not have the
A. S. Teck, of the font service, has
gone to the Pecos forest to exiiml.ie
We have reduced p'ice-- on HART S'Jl l.
timber.
V. S. Strlekler, cashier of the Han
no'ch.
& MARX
UIT to th- - low-ef- t
of Commerce, left yesterday for San
l'ur
and
as well as pries on Hiirts Shoes,
Francisco.
X
Sirs. F. A. Jones nnd children left
llro'en lines f llAn.in ami
nishing Good?.
yeRterday for an outing in the Jeme
included.
Shoes
D
uelas
mountains.
Mrs. L. T. Dulancy and son returned
yesterday from a visit with relatives
at Trinidad.
FRENCH HOME BAKERY
J. ,S. Hpears, coal Inspector for the
Santa Fe at Gull up, arrived from th3
x
west this morning.
fciPlXIALK
Mrs. Chas. Clay has returned to tho
Butternut Bread, line Cakes,
city from an extended visit to friends
The Centra! Avenue Clothier
lies and Candles.
and relatives In Lag Vegas.
MRS. MART H. COOPER, PROBATE
Prompt
Delivery
and
Courteous
jonn tr. ulierton, or Socorro, spent
JUDGE.
Treatment.
yesterday in the city and left last
Belolt, Kan.. Aug. 11. Kansas has
night for a visit In California.
a woman judge,
the most nouular
Navajo tribe No. 3, I. O. It. M ,
judge In the state. This lh Mary II.
(Vntral
202
Ave.
Eflft
will hold a regular meeting at S
.
Cooper of Belolt. judge of proba'ji
Telephone 507.
-o'clock tonight In Red Men hall.
J
Charles F. Wade, general manager
Marriages herein lies the secret of
of the American Lumber company,
Judge Cooper's popularity.
She has
ha gone to Ketner and will spend
EUiCS'
several days there.
atlon of all. The members cordially eliminated the word "obey" from"
Mr. and Mrs. V. T. Combs, of El invite all men who are interested In ceremony and will accept only th
Paso, were the guests yesterday of all attempts to uplift and benefit regular fees.
Nowadays when Kansas lovtrs pop
They were returning mankind to attend,
W. U. Moore.
t
Deputy United States Marshal W. R. the question, they hear:
from a visit In St. Louis.
"Yes, If you will let Mrs. Judga
Mrs. A. R. Armljo and children Forbes returned to the city last night Cooper perform
the ceremony."
Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
have gone to Los Alamos, N. M., for a from accompanying a party of China'
"I ask the groom," Mrs. Cooper sayg
two weeks' outing. They will be thi men to San Francisco for deportation.
in explaining her system, "if he will
guests of relatives at Los Alamos. ' Thore were seven in the party, one love,
Good Music
cherl.sh and keep the bride until
5 Cents Per Dance
from Texas, five from New Mexico
mm .Neil wener, wno recenny re and
I
practically
death.
the
the
bride
ask
being
Mexico,
was
one
who
from
signed as librarian of the city library,
through tho United States in same thing. If they keep these promwo-,- 1
leaves tonight for Los Angeles, where carried
bond while returning to China from ises there Is no need for the
she has accepted a similar position.
'obey.'
girl
love
the
doesn't
her
If
republic.
the southern
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Flournoy and
husband she won't obey him. She
meeting
tho
of
The
Before placing your order for
Sujarmonthly
might pretend to. out she won't."
Mrs. N. S. Twelvetrecs left yesterday
your coal see us. We will make
Benevolent society was
for Watsonville, Calif., where they held at the home
your last winter's price ($7. JO)
of Mrs. J. T. Mcwill spend several weeks as the gues's
IiOSTOX WOMEN LIKE SXAKES.
iook
Marquette
avenue
this
on'
sick. We have the quality.
Laughlin
of Steven O. Andros.
Boston women are taking kind'y
118H West Silver Avenue.
morning and a most interesting ses-- '
photographel
E. Z. Ross, manager of the Blue- - slon was enjoyed. A fair attendance to the fad of being
Coal
Finest rooms, best location,
water Development company, arrived was present and report from the var- with snakes which Miss Marguerite
clean, cool, comfortable. Special
Phone 29.
has Imported from Europe.
today on the limited, accompanied by- ious committees
were read and ap Banks
summer rates. Come.
"When I first saw the thing It
They had been absent proved. Many cases of Blckness we.-Mrs. Ross.
Rome." said Miss Banks, "1 was horom the city several months.
to the society and six wero rified.
reported
I
believe that all those
J. A. WOOD, PROP.
A gang of workmen, under the pfr- - faVorablv considered.
The meeting i beautiful couldn't
Roman women were taking
. t,rehi(,.a ov(., bv Mrs.
sonal supervision of Street Commis- J. T. M".- uch an Interest In those horrible
'
ioner Martin Tlerney, are busy filling LaughUn,,
1
creatures.
But they didn't seem
In tne ruts In the streets of the bus- Chief of Police McMlllin and the mind it, and when I reached Lo
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
iness portion of the city caused by police
court ( will probably be moved
1 found the fad had already prethe recent heavy rain.
New York Ladies'
The
into their new nuurterM In tha new ceded me, and duchesses, countessea,
There will be a regular meeting of citv building tomorrow. Both rooms
LIVERY. SALE AND
Tailor
fairest and most noble ladles X
of America naV( ben kalsomined and were be- - and the capital
the Modern Woodmen
TRANSFER STABLES.
had their drawing
Thursday evening In the Elks' hall. lng cleaned today. The city council in the filled
Begs to announce tliat lie lias
rooms
with portraits of themImportant business will be transacted wlll De a9k.ed to furnish the court selves
Horses and Males Bought and ExJiiHt nvrUml his t&U stylos ami
with their pets." Boston Disre- and all members are urgently
gome
room witn
decent furniture and patch to the New York Tiroes.
changed.
rlotlt snnilos, and luvltes ne
quested to be In attendance.
Every
a bench for the reporters.
ladlcM of Albuquerque and vi
TURN-OUTS
IN THE CITY.
BEST
Frank Seoul arrived In the el'y once and a while some of the scribes
WIFELY PKI1E.
ctnlty to visit his parlors am I
Second Street between Central and
from Mexico last evening and after a get mixed with the prisoners, and It
There Is no telling what quaint
liiHHft 111 line.
Copper Ave.
turns wifely pride and devotion imy
short visit In this city, the guest of "is difficult to distinguish them.
Mr. SohwarU Ins luul pracSlrMelviUe
Beachcroft. while
his mother. Mrs. Mary Scottl, will
take.
tical exporlemt' and is in a powaiting In a tenement house for the
Have for a short visit to the coast. He
sition to niuke New York
REOPENING NEXT SUNDAY
n 111 be accompanied by his mother.
occupant of the first floor to admit
work at New York
him, chanced to overhear two womW. H. Booth, of Gross, Kelly &
price.
Montezuma Grocery and
conversing on the stairs.
The bet Imported woolens
Co., brought suit today against Mr.
RESTAURANT en One
OF
POPULAR
husband
her
exclusthat
remarked
ued
Skinner's
rutin
of
Los
ami
Luna,
Lunus.
and Mrs. Ramon
A vMt
Liquor Company
wore a clean shirt every Sun-cla- y
ively i" all garments.
for a small amount on account. The
morning.
wlll convince thut my work in
account was assigned to the plaintiff
Columbus Hotel to Koopeii Next Sun"Well, now," responded the other.
up to tlie niliiuto in style,
by Huning & Council of Los Lunus.
Copper and Third
day Aru-- r Ik'iiu? Closed for
and workmanship.
"I never ares about Sundays, but I
William Q. Mearns, representing the.
ltiHt Six Weeks.
always do see that 'e 'as a clean thlrt
A MTfect tit jruaranteed.
Robert Johns Queensware company of
Imported and Domestic Goods
Saturday afternoons, 'cos that's the
Chicago, 111., It, spending a few days
IIlinr to he favored with an
drinking, and
early Ail I, I beg to renuiln,
Many good people of this city will time 'e Is generally
in the city with his family, who reof Lucca Fure unve uu.
Specialty
oft to fight
Yours for a good fitting garf.innnr hv t.ha Hftllnn nr Rnttla.
side here. Mr. Mearns had the dia- - be pleased to learn that the old an J w hen 'e does take 'is coat
and
nice
'e
to
looks
I
know
do
like
ment,
uini'ig
Family Trade Solicited.
tlnction of heading the list of galea- - ever popular Columbus hotel
M. A. P.
II. SCIIWAIIT7.,
men for his firm during the past year room will be reopened to the publ'o clean."
W.
Centrul.
521
14,
1317.
Phone
after hav
Agent for Saa Antonio Lime. Always
in the amount of sales made in 190S on Sunday next, August
The reason a mother Is sure her
for more than six daughter's
A call has been Issued for a meet ing been closed
is
is proper
decorum
Fresh. Prices Right.
,
ing of officers and directors of the weeks.
'sometimes she fears it Isn't.
This popular restaurant was closed
Call Phone or send for Solicitor.
Young Men's Republican league In
time of the water shortage and NOTICE OF FOKIX'LOSL'ltl: S.U.E.
the office of V. S. Marshal Foraker at the
RHOft: 1029
the proprietress has taken advantage
In the Grant building tomorrow eventhe District Court of Boosevelt County,
ing at 8 o'clock. This will be an Im- of the past several week to haverenoTerritory of New Mexico.
and
portant meeting and the officers and rooms thoroughly cleanedSunday
th-- j
Effie M. Wilson, plaintiff
And Sulphur, for Coyote and Whit-com- b
vated. When on next
directors are urged to attend.
vs.
No. 453.
for
Springs, for Hell's and Bear
old
patrons
to
haunt
return
their
Word was received from Attorney a good "square," they will be greeteJ H. A. Shannon and A. W. Shannon
engage Simon Garcla's rlg3
canyons,
Isaac Barth, who Is spending his va by the same courteous management In Ixfendants.
wagons or saddle horses
spring
and
cation In the vicinity of Niagara Falls. a dining room that will present an
your
trips.
Call at my store. 1202
for
The postal was mailed from across air of newness and daintiness that will
Whereas, on the 10th day of Ml, North Arno street.
Mr. Barth
the border, In Canada.
sure to please. The kitchen, also, 1909, Effie Wilson, the plaintiff in
states that he is having the time of be
What a girl likes about horseback
above entitled and numbered
has
been entirely overhauled, and tho fhe
his life and intends returning to this
against exercise is If she thinks her figure
saye
It is the finest and cleanest cause, obtained a judgment
cook
city In a short time.
flie defendants, H. A. Shannon and looks fine in a riding nablt.
kitchen In the city.
sum of six
James McCorrlston, the cement
A special dinner for the occasion A. W. Shannon, for the
DISSOLUTION OF
OF
dollars, NOTICE
walk contractor, received a postal will be served Sunday, and anyone hundred nine and
PARTNERSHIP.
from Seattle today bearing a picture who has enjoyed a Columbus dinner interest, and costs ot suit, und also
of 'Nat Green, of the Sturgcs bar, and will be on hand if possible to enjoy a foreclosure of a mortgage ana an
Notice Is hereby given that the
order of sale against said defendants general
a deputy another.
Fred McKean, formerly
partnership heretofore existupon and against the following de
Cnlted .States marshal of this city-Mr- .
ing between the undersigned, under
num
to
Lot
property,
wit:
drawing
scribed
entered
the
Green
lad
Levy,
Hair Dresner and Cblropodlst.
bered nine (9) in block numbered the firm name of Barnett and
In Idaho, but it is not known whether
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlora op- seventeen (17) In the town of Ellda, has teen this day dissolved by mut-uihe was lucky or not.
consent, and Jacob Levy will reposite the Alvarado and next door to 'sew Mexico, according to the plat
IF THE LAW PROHIBITED
The New Mexico board of Phar- Sturges 'cafe, la prepared to give of said town on file in th"e recorder's ceive all moneys due to the said partmacy will be represented at the meet- thorough scalp treatment, do hair office of Roosevelt county, said ter- nership and pay all demands Hg.iinst the wasteful extravagance of monuy
ing of the national board to be held dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ritory, said order of sale directing the came.
we would have a monopoly or renvnderslgned have entered Into ovating men's clothing. As It Is e
in L'"S Angeles, August IS, by E. G. Ingrown nails.
She gives maasag that all right, Interest, and equity of
In
Mrs. redemption of the said defendants, a limited partnership, under the laws save them many hundreds of dolla.-- s
manicuring.
Murphy of Las Vegas. Major B. treatment and
Huppe of this city, who has repre- Bambini's own preparation of com- in and to the said property, and the of the territory of New Mexiji, for that would be uselessly spent for new- sented the territorial board at many plexion cream builds up the skin and improvements
appurtenances the rurpose of conducting a v. h rj garments. We are specialists in steam
and
past conventions, will not be able to Improves the complexion, and ( thereunto belonging be sold, and that sale and retail liquor, cigar and to dyeing draperW
and portieres, dry
attend th:s year.
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She the
arising from said sale batco business under the firm name cleaning lace curtains and ladies' suit
cure
Levy
In
Company,
and
the
tonic
and
The regular monthly meeting of the also oreDares hair
and skirts.
be applied to the payment of raid of Jbciib
be tnd prevents dandruff and hair fall Judgment, interest, costs of suit, at city of Albuquerque, as pro!ded by
will
Presbyterian
Brotherhood
We absolutely guarantee our woric.
re
hair,
New
Mex
to
territory
dead
evening,
of
lng
out,
at
restorer life
held this wvek, Thursday
floods called for and delivered.
iorii. v'a fofis. nnd nccruiiia costs, and. tha laws of the
.,! Hv r,f am. kio. ai Der certificate of such limited Phone 446.
8
p.m.. In the church parlors.
The moves mole, warts and superfluous
h
ivi....nn.
topic for discussion will be "our Mex- hair. For any blemish of the fkca gust. 1909.' an execution was IssucU ! partnership on file In the office of the
recorder DI KE CITY STEAM CLEANING &
ican Citizens," and the thought to be call and consult Mrs. Bambini,
out of the District Court of saidlprjbate clerk and
o
WYE WORKS.
developed will be their religious and
County of Boosevelt, In said cause, of Bernalillo county,
Plumbing commanding that the sheriff
I. II. Cox, C1m plumber.
Dated at Albuquerqile, New Mexico,
of
social culture and outlook. This is
nn Important and timely theme and and heating and all kinds of repair Boosevelt County, New Mexico, sell July 22, 1909.
JCE BARNETT.
should enlist the thoughtful consider- - work itroinptly done and guaranteed,
aid property as directed In said orJACOB LEVY.
der of sale;
Therefore, by virtue of said order
x
TO RENT By day or Hour, Max.
of alo, execution, and the authority
Canyon
Tijeras
at
1020
oftlee
Phone,
ear.
touring
ueli
counvest d In me as sheriff of said
evidence, 62.
;WIIEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR '
ty, and territory, I will, on the 16fi
Hot and cold lunches and redav of October. 1909. at the hour of
211
Mineral
LEWES
served.
freshments
JF.MFZ
STAGE
TO
clay,
4
at the WKST !OIJ EVERY MORNING At
clock, P. M. of said
good pure fresh water, cold
and
fp it door of the courf house. In the S O'CLOCK.
a Ice without ice, relieves KidWe have both makes. Our stock la large. Every piece mar iced very
to a n of Portales, New Mexico,, sell
ney Trouble. Heart Burn,
And
a' public vendue, to trie highest"
low la plain figure, We will give a 10 per cent discount ou these goods
ENTIRE HOLIDAY LINE, A. C,
etc.
b it bldaer for cash, all right," title, Mon,rit
ON
& tX.. CHICAGO.
to reduce stock
d equity of redemption of the said pisilAV'AT 325 SOUTH MliST ST,
The Place to Spend an
.
:
.. .
I

Mens and

Boys" Clothing

:

j

STEW

z;znAx Scnbner

Styles

s Dancing Academy
BALL ROOM

hr

Ice Cream Comes, Tuesday, Aug. 17

Non-'Sec-

1N

Hotel Craigef

ta

'

Yard

Direct Line

Tan Footwear

Get Comfort

1

Phone 72

Nobbiest

ffU
Tjl

TANS

BUTTER

In order to make a complete ckarance on cur
entire summer stock we have made more and
sweeping reductions in price.

A. J. MALOY

If you have never attained the height of shoe comfort In buying
shoot, it 1b a duty you owe yourself to try our Tan footwear. Our'Tana are soft', pliable and serviceable, easily kept clean and the eoolnt during this hot spell.

J

Belle Springs

j

REDUCTIONS

PRICE

NOT OBEY

)

of shoes $2.50 and over.

TRY ODE

AND HONOR, BUT

bet?

Our Tan Footwear Can't be Excelled !
-

LOVE

30c Pound

Soma women dislike wearing low shoes
on account of weak ankles. For such we
have a line of high shoes that are sure to
please.
They have very light hand turned
soles, soft kid uppers, plain toes or patent
leather tips, common sense, military, Cuban or French heels, and are as light and
dressy as an oxford or pump. We carry
these in all sizes from Nos. 2 to 9, and
have enough styles to suit the most particular. Trices run from $2.75 to $5 00.

Rhine

:

10.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

1

TVn

WEDNESDAY, AVGCST H.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

eight.

nF.

Our Tans comprise all tha latest designs In the shoe world and
distinction of their Individuality. Call and Bee them
ami judge for yourself.
$1.73 to $4.00
Mra'H Tun Sltoea or Oxfords
$1.50 to $5.00
Women's Tan Pumps or Oxfords
$1.00 to ss.uu
OiSMnmi's Tan Pumps r Oxfords

rvdily create a

H. Schwartz

I

I

Crescent

"Hardware
Co...
,

313 W.

'

'

Central

Ave.

Phone 315

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnlsh-n- g
Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

i

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

nian-tailor-

iim-terl-

SINGER CIGAR CO

WHOLESALE AND BOX TRADE ONLY
203 East Central Avenue.

I

for Fint Class

;

TT

Work and Prompt Delivery
CALI

.

$HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
'

Ht

VHTTE WAGONS

i
X
X

For Jemez

.

n

srxxNi sTREirr.
B.1U.

WASH-U- P,

gold avenue

w.

C. O. CUSUMAN, Sec.

4 Treas.

Company
E. L. Washburn
Ihoobpo
bated

Complete Outfitters for Men andl Boys

74-1-

-I

AUTUMN
ANNOUNCEMENT

iircH-eed-

We have placed on display our large,
nobby suits for
comphte stock of Sttin-Bloc- k
gray effects
season
dark
Neat
coming
the
in worsteds and cassimeres are to be found in
endless profussion.
Wide graceful lapels and collars are in
A
vogue. An early selection is advised.
:udy of our windows will convince you that
dollars
our suits trom eighteen to th:rty-fiv- e
are all you could possibly desire.
.You are behind the procession
or.e of them..
.We invite an early inspection;

if

pot

in-sl-

de

lo

Sandias Home i

rtyjosonsosooooiiooot

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

n,

i

Crn

Leading rTheJeweler
L-- V
0JOXK2S?0OfX3C0

L--

il

Central Ave.
ITT 'Albuquerque
1

..

.

t

In

1

I8"

Deputy.

on.
iiU riitrkaktir
R. A. 1IAIN, Sheriff
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